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Southern Dlinois University

Iranians here
say they feel
money pinch
By Mary Ann McNultv
and Leanne Wallman •

Staff Writen

Iranian students at SIU won't
be affected immediately by
President Carter's latest
san<:tions against Iran, acco~~ to State Department
ofhctals. but some Iranian
students say thev foresee
financial problems. •
Vicki Otten, a Washington
p~ess aide for t: .S. Rep. Paul
Stmon, D·Carbondale. said
Mo!'~Y that State Department
offtctals told her the investigation of Iranian assets
does not include "student
assets."
In an address delivered
Monday. Carter asked the
~ ;!tary of the Trea'iury to
begin an official investigation
into all Iranian assets in the
United States 1.:1 prepare for a
program that would allow
families of t.ne hostages and
other Americans to make
daims against Iranians.
"Iranian students were affected before. and they will be
tef:Jlporarily affected again,"
sa1d Faramarz Fathnezhad an
Iranian graduate student' :n
mathematics. "Many Iranian
students didn't have enough
money to pay tuition and fees
last semester."
Fathnezhad said the same
students who had difficulty
getting money from home after
Carter froze Iranian assets in
November would probably have
financial problems again after
the latest sanctions are imposed.
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Beverly WaJiter, a foreign
student advir.er at Stu. said
foreign students experienced
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Orders diplomatic break

Carter blasts Iran inaction
· had rejected Iranian President
By Tile Asseeiatl!d Press
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeioi Ab~lbassan Bani-Sadr's
proposal to transfer custody of
~~~~t~ ~~es~h~tte;!t~:! the Americans to the ruling
hostage crisis Tuesday, and Revolutionary COUDC:il.
1be bo<Jtages wiU remain
President Carter retaliated by
breaking diplomatic relations, under tbe control of their
ordering Iranian diplomats out militant captors WltiJ the new
of the United States and ban- Iranian Parliament decides
ning virtually all U.S. trade their rate. it said. Such a
decillion may be months away.
with Iran.
Aiter lengthy meetings with
It was the toughest American
action against the Iranians in his top foreign policy advisers,
more than four months, and Ca.·ter ,-ent on national
Carter warned that continued television and announced the
refusal to free the 50 u.s. new retaliatory steps:
-A break in diplomatic
Embassy hostages "wiD involve
increasingly heavy cost to the relatJons.
-Expulsion of all Iranian
government of Iran."
and
officials
Earli :!1' Monday, Khomeini's diplomats
office announced that the ~ remaining in the United States
year-old revolutionary leader by midnight Tuesday.

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
Dnt in a series of &bree articles
dealing wi&b &be effects el

President

Carter's

latest

economic policies 011 financial
aid &o college s&udeats.
Bv Karea Gallo

sian Writer

Student financial aid in !he
form of loans and grants faces
major changes as a result of
President Carter's federal
budget cut proposals, his
proposed re-authorization
amendments to the Higher
Education Act 11nd bills under
consideration in the U.S.

Congress.

The fate of student financial
aid depends on which bill is
passed in Congress, says Jane
Glickman. public information
specialist at the U.S. Office of
Education in Washington. The
biggest change, she said, will be
iD student loans.
According to the latest
reports from Washington,
Carter's budget cuts include a
$578 million reduction in

-A prohibition of almost all issued except in Wlusual c:ir·
further exports to Iran. He said cumstances.
he expected even exports of
"Other actions may become·
food and drugs would be necessary if these steps do not
minimal.
produce the ~rompt release of
-An inventory of frozen the b. !Stages, • Carter said.
Iranian assets in the United
There was no immediate
States with a view toward
on the developments
establishing a program of comment
from
the militants who have
financial assistance to the
hostages and their families. and held the embassy and hostages
to prepare for claims by U.S. since Nov. 4.
A spokesman for a Moslem
corporations and others against
Iran. An estimated S8 billion in movement close to the militants
Iranian government assets was had said earlier in an interview
frozen last fall in one of Carter's with a Western reporter in
Tehran that he expects "the
initial retaliatory steps.
liberal and compromisers' wing
-Invalidation of visas issued of the government" to try again
to Iranians for futuro:! arrival in to transfer the hostages to the
the United States. He said new Iranian government before the
visas or renewals will not be Parliament meets.

fmancial aid for higher
education. Last November the
House of Representatives
passP.d a bill that would
authorize about $36.2 billion for
student aid though fJSCal 1985.
The Senate Nlucation subcommittee t•.-o weeks ago
approved a bill that would
authorize about S22 billion for
student a:~ over the next five
years-$4 billion less than
would be available if the
programs were continued in
their present form.
The Carter plan, included in
the fiscal 1981 budget the
president recently submitted to

student iD sociology. said that
freezing assets is "kind of an
insincere declaration from lhe
State Department."
"The government officials
have said they wouldr't put
pressure on Iranian students in
the United States. but the
pressure has been building for a
long time," Razani said.
State Deparbrnmt officials
also said that visas for students
would not expire at midnight
Tuesday. as Carter announced,
but would expire on the ex·
piration date of individual
visas.
Press aide Otten said that any
Iranian student who lives
outside the United States now
will be denied rMntry into the
country. State Department
officials said Iranian students
would be aJlijwed to remain in
the United States now.
"Even if a student visa expi res before the student's
program is completed, he or she
wiU not get another visa," Otten
said.
According to records in the
Ofriee
of
International
Education. 184 Iranian students
were enrolled at SIU-C and in
the Center for English as a
Second Lar.g>.Jage program in
December.

Congress, conSolidates all
student loans into two
11rograms-the Basic Loan
Program and the Supplemental
Loan Program. Glickman said.
Among the changes proposed
...
for these programs is an in- CD-....1crease iD interest rates paid on
student loans. On some loans,
students will have to paj· the
interest while in school.
The Basic Loan Program
would replace the National
Direct Student Loan. Maximum
Jean limits would be ra~ from
$2.500 to $3.750 for un- Gas says Presi4ea& Carter
dergraduates. but it would be waats ata4eats te k lllroke
lllefonlle..,.•a..
IC•&IINell • Pap 2 )

flus~~.-...
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Budget cuts producing change ~----l
-{~State~GJVation
in student financial prograJns
Loan Program. Under the new Pell. D-Rhode Island, most
plan. parents and students. federal higher education
regardless of need. could programs would be revised ~!ld
borrow up to $5,000 a year for extended thou~ fiscal1985. The
undergraduates and SIO.OOO for . Senate proposal would iiK'rease
graduate students. Interest the interest rate on direct loans
charges of 1 percent above the from 3 to 7 perct>nt and on
rate on treasury bills, which is guaranteed loans from 7 to 9
currently about 15 percent, percent. The ~ovemment would
would begin to accumulate stop paying mterest subsidies
immediately. Private lenders on guaranteed loans 30 days
would continue to provide loan after a student leaves college.
capital and the federal The law now allows a nine
government would pay lenders month grace period.
A central loan bank would be
a constant "special allowance"
of 2.& percent above the created to adminrter ~ direct
borrower's interest rate.
~r~ Na~:_a~
Bob Iiavidson.
special
assistant at the Bureau of Association would raise alllo n
Student Financial Assistance in capital bf borrowing from the
Washington, said Carter's plan Treasury·s Federal Financing
is designed to encourage Bank, but guaranteed loans
students to use the direct loan would continue to be financed
program instea.. of the through state and private
guaranteed loan program. He lenders.
The Senate biD would .1lso
said the number of students
guaranteed
loa!'l!l
borrowing has skyrocketed in make
the last five years, and the available to parents. Parents
could
borrow
as
much
as
$3,000
current program is costing the
government billions of dollars a year, up to SIS,OOO total, at a 9
"The present loan programs percent interest rate. The
were created when interest govemme~~t would pay no inrates were lowPr," said terest subsidy, however.
"Higher interest bill would also establish a single
pr~a:her program in Car- Davidson.
rates will reduce the demand method of assessing a student's
financial need, to be used in all
ter's plan is the Supplementary for guaranteed loans."
Loan Program. which would
Under Senate Bill S-1839, student aid programs except
replace the Guaranteed Student sponsored by Sen. Clairbome tJuaranteed loaris and state
mcentive grants.
Richard Jerue, assistant to
Sen.
PeU, said the biD would
(UPS 169·220)
aUow aU students to obtain a
Published daily in tht> Journalism
Subscription rates are St9.50 per
loan through the campus-based
and Egyptran Laboratory. except
year « StU fw six months in
or federaUy-based program. He
Saturday. Sunday, Unrvusity
Jack!;Oft and surrounding eountin.
said the biD is scheduled to go
vacations and hohdays by Southt>m
S27"50per yearorSJ4 for six months
into full Senate .committee
llhnots
University.
Com·
wrthin the United States and S40 per
hearings on April 29 and wiD be
munrcabons Burldmg. Carbondale. year or S2S for six months in all
considered by the HOuse and the
Ill 62901. Second class postage pard
foreign counlries..
al Carbondale. Illinois.
Senate in m1d May.
l!:dttor
in
Chief,
Cindy
1('unlinuf'd from

l'ag~

I" l

lowered trom $10,000 to SS.OOO
for graduate students. Loan
capital would be provided from
a new federal financing
association,
from
NDSL
collectivns and from loans
through the t!.S. Treasury. The
agency would .':ldminister ~
basic loans as before. wtth
campus financial aid ofi!c~rs
still responsibl<! for determmmg
student eligibility and loan
amount. The loans would carry
an interest rate of either 7
percent or 1 percent below a
treasury rate. whichever is
lower. The interest would begin
to accumulate four months
after the student graduates.
That contrasts the current
NDSL program which charges
an inte.est rate of 3 percent
which is not levied until the
student has been out of school
for nine months.
The
federal
financing
association would replace the
Student Loan Marketing
Association, the profit-making
government corporation whlch
currently finances the NDSL
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Under House biD HR 5192, the

present structure of both the
NDSL and the guaranteed loan
~am would be continued,

~~~~~: ~:m~t;:s~

percent interest rate on
guaranteed loans.
Tomorrow: Basic graa&
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atom IPak no tlanfZPr-i\R(;

CHICAGO tAPl- No danger
is posed to public health by the
levels of radioactive gas and
water released from two
nuclear plants owm:od and

NRC spokesman Jan Strasma
said the water. which leakl'd
from a heat e-xchanger. con.
tained radioactive cesium and
cobalt at levels less than ~

Regulatory
Commission
spokesmen say.
The Chicago-based utility
notified the NRC that water
containing low levels of
radioactivity was released
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
into the Dlinois River from its
Dresden nuclear plant near
Morris. Ill., the NRC sa1d.

river by the company during the
three
days showed
no
radioactivity above na•:ual
background levels, Strasma
said.
The release was halted when
the leak was discovere-d
Saturday, he said, adding that
the company had promptly
reported the leak.

~ego.bfasf~ee"k~Nw.;r~~ :C~~~ses~ !'!!~li:~r :::~

Mideast tension collltl affPct goltl prif·es
By The Au-latH Presa

Fears that heightened international tensions in the
Middle East could escaiate into
armed confrontations sent gold
futures prices soaring Monday
while other commodities
benefited from the new
speculative interest.
Analysts said gold, and to a
lesser extent silver, platinum
and copper futures, feU in the
past few months because the
market anticipated that the
Ameriean hostages held in Iran
would soon be released.
But the posture of Iranian

CartPr strires for

religious leaders and •he
inability of the civilian
government to wrest control of
the hc6tages from the militant
students removed a key reason
for the market's decline. said
analyst Robert Hot8e of MerriU
Lyoch. Pierct> Fenner It: Smith.
After the exchanges closec:l.
President Carter did &Mounce
new economic sanctions against
Iran and the severing of
diplomatic relations.
Gold futures advaiK'ed $34 40
in the spot contract while the
deferred contracts were up the
daily S25 trading limit.

~Iiddle

WASHINGTON <API
President Carter, beset by a
new rebuff irom Iran, will be
striving for new success in the
Middle East in his summit talks
with Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat over some form of selfrule for more than 1 million
Palestinian Arabs.
Sadat's arrival late Monday
at Andrews Air Force Base in
suburban Maryland touches off
two busy weeks in which Carter
will try to accommodate
Israel's security concerns with

East peace

Palestinian aspirations for a
homeland.
Egyptian leader will bE'
followed to Washin'Jton next
week by Israeli Prin.e Minister
Menachem Bealn. ,. ith the May
26 ta ·~et date for cr·mpleting an
autonomy plan onlt f1ve weeks
away.
Already, there is an air of
crisis here and in other world
capitals. Ten rounds of
Egyptian-Israeli negotiations
have left aU major issues
unresolved.
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Every Tuesday

Family Night
atlandgo
SJ.99
REGULAR SJ.26 VALUE

Have we put a great dinner
together for you!
Our three most popular
items. A crisp taco, delicious
cheese chilito (nobody makes
them but usJ and our famous
taco burrito. Along with all
that, rice, beans, chips
and salad. All of it for $1.99.
Tuescl.ty, family Night.
Dine here or take out.
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Mexican Restaurant

1021 EASf ~lAIN Sf.
Pa~~ 2. Daily Egyptian. April 8. 19110

Student Center Auditorium
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Tuesday, April 8th
7 :00 p ffi
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The signs of the end of time were strewn along
the propetic pathway leading to the last world war,
ARMAGEDON. David Wilkerson narrates this explosive
documentary unveiling a never-to-be-forgotten experience
in Bible prophecy. A glimpse of eternity is unfolding. and
the unshakable promises of Gw are brought to life.

GRE students

Rent woe.s attributed to utilities
Bv Chuck Ht>mpstfoad

sialf Writt>r

A University commitment to
energy and maintenance efficiency may be the sole consolation for Evergreen Terrace
residents facing their second
rent increase of the year.
Rising utility and maintenance costs currently consume 58 percent of Evergreen
Terrace rental income. according to Vice President for
Student Affairs Bruce Swinburne. Swinburne said a S30 per
month rent increase is
necessary to prevent the
enlarging of a $50,000 deficit at
the housing complex.
''The fiscal year 19tH energy
budget for Evergreen Terrace
is $255,000," Swinburne told the
residents Thursday evening.
"Frankly, this seems low. The
budget was prepared in 1979
befort' the serious crunch."
Swinbu!"ne said the new increase. the largest since the
complex opened in 1969, would
have to be put into effect in
September to prevent a $26,000
deficit this year, although he

d'lesn't expect the rent to increase before August at the
earliest.
"If IIJe increase becomes
effective on August 1. wt" will
resolve a very mmor part of the
deficit, about $10,000 If it
begins later. we will have
contributed markedlv to the
deficit of this facility:"
Robert Pauls. Carbondale
energy coordinator. addressed
the residents on energy costcutting measures. altho.ugh he
"cannot guess what a figure of
savings would be."
Pauls distributed thermograms. aerial photos of heat
loss, which he said show!"' the
Evergreen Terrace apartments
to be among the most energy
efficient in the city. The fact
that the photos were taken Jan
9, when many students were
home for Christmas and had the
heat turned down. did not
change Pauls· conviction of
their accuracy.
Pauls recruited residents of
Evergreen Terrace for a city
energy committee which he
hopes can act as a pilot

program for Jackson County in
obtaining federal and state
monies
for
conservation
measures such as weather·
stripping.
"Self-help is an appropriate
response to the conservat1on
problem." Pauls said. "The
absence of action may be due to
lack of knowledge rather than a
lack of- commitment."
Sam Rinella. director of
housing, said ~on energy audit of
all University housing will
oegin this week. with the results
to be submitted to Springfield in
hopes of obtaining funding for
conservation measures. He also
promised to have plumbers tum
the hot water heaters down to
120 degrees to save on heating
costs.
Rinella said University
maintenance costs are higher in
Illinois than some other states
because the physical plant
workers
are
umonized.
"Missouri can pay someone
$3.50 for an hour of maintenance
whiie we mw.t pay union scale.·'
he said. "Hut I'll back our
maint~Ja-:en.:e workers all the

way. When something needs to
be fixed, it is usually done well
and in a short penod of time."
Rinella said outside bids were
taken for lawn mowing but only
one bid was submitted and it
was higher than the cost levied
by the physical plant
Jan Hebert. vice president of
the Evergreen Terrace Counl'il.
said she was not satisfied with
Swinburne's refusal to delay
submitting his rent increase
proposal to the Department of
Housing and l.Jrban Develop-

r;:~rt ~id t'::~:es~S!:~v~e~~

upset that the anr.ouncement of
the rent hike was made at the
beginning of spring break.
"It doesn't give us enough
time to st..;dy the proposal and
wrill' letters to Hl.JD. I'md
going to request the extension
directly from HUD.
Vincent Russo. an E\·ergreen
Terrace resident. said the
objections of the residents
result from poor planning. If the
rent increase in January had
been $30 instead of $18. he said,
the deficit would be reduced

Federal budget cuts ma}' alter student aid
By J~ffr~y SmytJI
Staff Writer
President carter's proposed
cut of federal revenue sharing
could mean Illinois may lose its
;s:;; million share of federal
mofh!y over the next three
years, and that may mean
higher tuition and reduced
financial aid programs for
college students, Richard
Wagner, assistant director of
the Illinois Board of Higher
Education said Monday.
In a telephone interview.
Wagner said that it is too early

to teU what effects the cuts wiG
have until the Bureau of the
Budget and Gov. Thompson
release their report'!. Wagner
did say that higher tuition and
reduced financial aid will not be
ruled oot as alternatives.
''The total impact of the cuts
will not be felt until the budget
bureau •'nd the governor
respond." he said. "There is no
question that things wiU be
much tighter in 1982."
Wagner said the two-year
phase-out o{ federal funds does
not af~~ the IBHE's budget

In 1980, Gov. Thompson
directly since Illinois universities receive most of their allocated $916 million for higher
money from general tax education. That was increased
revenues. But the reallocation to $998 million in the governor's
of funds will have lasting budget for fiscal year 1981.
ramifications.
he
said. Wagner said that if there is a
Currently, the governor sets budget reduction for higher
aside $115 million in federal education, increased tuition and
revenue funds for elementary fees and reduced financial aid
would not be ruled out as a
and secondary schools.
"Federal revenues are not means of replacing lost funds.
''The reduction will af!ect any
allocated to higher education."
he said. "But I'm sure that program," Wagner said, adding
when reviewing the state's that Thompson's budget doesn·t
budget. aU resources will be fully fund Illinois' bigbe-:
education program.
looked at."
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test ansu·ers
Bv :\ndrew Zinnt'r
Staff Writfor

Because of a New York state
ter.i disclosure law passed last
J;.dy. 3i students who took the
Graduate Record Examination
aptitude test at SIU-C on Jan. 12
can request a copy of the
questions used in that te~t along
with a list of the answers.
The law requires that
questions and answers for any
standardized test used as a part
of admiSSion requirements at
college" and graduatl' schools
be made public shortly after the
test is given.
Martin Glaubitz. associate
director of the GRE program.
said ETS is required to release
answers for tests administered
m ~l'W York. but the firm has
made the service available to
all of the 3i.OOO studl'nts who
took the exam
The opportunity has not vet
been takt•1 advantage of ·bv
man/ of the test -takers
Glaubitz said. He pointed out
that only 650 requests havl' been
submitted since the answer
order forms were sent out on
Feb. i.
Harley Bradshaw. testing
director at SIU-C. said the GRE
test has gained in popularitv
here because most of the
graduate schools at SIU-C now
require a GRE test score for
admission.
The answer booklet costs S2
for those taking the test in the
United States. A booklet containing the questions and an-
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Everyone has heard of the MONEY •
MARKET CERTIFICATE, but • your Credat
Union has a better deal.

14.929% $5,000 minimum on Closs Certificates- six month certificate
Based on weekly rote through April9, l980

Stye, $500 minimum deposit, 12 month class c:ertificate

12.125%, $500 minimum deposit, 30 mo~th class certificate
•
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WIEDEMANN
12 pak cans

$1''

9 %, 5500 minimum deposit, 6 year doss certificate
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CREDIT UNION
457-35t5
1217 W. MClin St;.

C•rltonclale. IL 62t01
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Schwartz's challenge
State's Attorney William Schwartz, who recently finished
second in the Jackson County

Democratic primary election
for that position, may have one
valid poml in his challenge of
the March 18 vote.
But most of the eight points he
listed are inconsequential.
Fonner first assistant state's
aUorney John Clemons was
named the winner in the race.
defeating Schwartz 1.557 to
1.260. Attomevs Rex Burke and
Guice Strung Cinisht>d third and
fourth. respectively.
Schwartz requested an investigation in the vote-counting
process after the romputer
printout machine began printing increasing numbers of
copies each time groups of
precincts ..-ere totaled, in·
dicating an error in either the
program or in keypunching the
cards. Also, returns from Ora
Townsllip were put into the
wrong district.
He is!l•Jed an eight -point
l'ballenge of the election. including a request that all
spoiled ballot& be checked to
male sure that they were actually spoiled. He also prot2Stf!d
against "cleaning" the bKJiot
cards-the pi'On!SS that assures
that all cards are punched
properly.
Election offiCials ..clean" the
cards by hand to make sure that
the card-ilunching machine put
a hole aU the way through the

card. Schwartz claims that
there H oo provision f01 the
cards to be cleaned. However, a
computer election specialist in

l»H}, ~

Rockford who was responllible
for the computer-programn.mg
process said cleanin~ is a
standard procedur~>.
Seven of t!1e e;ght issues Schwartz brmgs up would make
little difference, certair.ly not a
big enough margin to overcome
his 297-vote deficit. In fact, Schwartz's challenge of the Ora
Township results doesn't affect
the state's attorney's race at
all-i>nly contests inside the
district.
The ~nly valid challenge Schwartz has is his questioning of
the computer program. ·•If
there were two errors in the
program. who knows how many
other f'rrors there were." Sch·
wartz said in filing the protest.
Y'>U can't t • me Schwartz for
ask•ng that the computer
program at least be given a
look. Although the votetabulating part of the program
is usually unrelcs:ed to how
many copat'S of the results are
r-::-inted out, something as
m.'lute as one mispunched or
lost card could affect one phase
or another of the counting
process.
I am responding to a comBut aside from his challenge
of the program, the rest of Sch- mentary by Ricardo Cabellerowartz's case ranges from the Aquino IMarch 10 DEl. I side
trivial to the ultra~xtreme. His with Ricardo's contention that
request to invalidate the results USO's performance this year
of the whole election is purely a has been weak if not dam ri~t
I also agree that
long shot. and his asking those ~ligible.
USO's officers are very tiUein charge of the election to conscious
and lacking in
make sure as many ballots were
turned in as were taken out responsible action concerning
the
area
of helping students.
S~:'S just short of accusing that
I agree with the claim that
the tabulating process was this
spring'!:
presidential
rigged.
candidates will not present
the student insterest after
election day.
SIU-C is a University built-to
educate students. If the
students left, there would be no
setting about to a!tempt school. Our presence provides
employment for teachers,
<'hange.
lndivtduals who smoke in administrators and others. I
classrooms could bel'Ome a think they might have forgotten
functioning group if they took that one fact. This is our
steps to have the no smoking University. not the adsigns removed from the ministration's. and it's about
classrooms. and smoking areas time we see it run from this
designated in classrooms. viewpoint.
Some people think they must
Efforts to change the no get
"tough" with students in
smokinl_l rule would probably order
to improve SIU's level of
have a much wider impact with academics.
Such thinking is
group support. AM the group
very
ignor:mt.
and policies in
would receive added experience the ordt>r of such
logic: hideous
Iin a simuJated setting 1 of examples of a lministrative
following proc-edures to g"'!t incompetence. The quality of
rules changed that might well education
lies with our facuJty
carry over into real world life and curricuJum.
Bad teachers
situation.
produce
bad
students. poor
Perhaps my efforts against
planning
classroom smoking would not administrative
be so adamant if a group were produces poor curriC!dums. The
making a campus-.Ytde f'ffort to quality of education and the
change the prncy. I seriously ability to provide it rests not in
question th~ individual at- buffaloing students. but with
tempts to ignore the no smoking improving our curriculums and
faculty. The students must
!~Qiicy. I would queston less the
significance of a group attempt move to have incompetent
to initil!te policy change by facuJty remm.-ed !rom teaching
positions at SIU·C-regardless
addrt=ssing the no smoking rule.
- Joyce Joaes. Juuior, s.tial of tenure and petty depart·
mental politics.
WE-lfare
Second. housing in Carbanda le is poor. and abo'.lt to get
worse. Besides the city's unwillingnes to enforce housing
codes, we see SIU Housmg attempt to take advantage of a
tight housinlf market by placing
three people mto one dorm
room. Would a Carbondale

~etters

University belongs to students

Rules made to be obeyed
Orten the majority in a
situation are not corree• in
judgements though this soc~ty
says the majority rules.
Sometimes a minority may win
because they have the power to
exert pn!S&UI"eS. In the instance
of cigarette smoking in
classrooms, perhaps authority
should be the winner. In this
case the University setting is a
simulation ~ the real world.
The no smoking in classrooms
rule was set up by the higher
authority- the administration
of SIU-C. If you will,liken the no
smoking rule to laws set up in
the real world. As part of the
Univer-.1ty system, we are
obligated to obey rules set up by
the admirustratioo with the
good ol all in miod, just as laws
are set up in society with the
good cl all in mind.
In the real world there are
recourses when a population
considers laws to be unfair.
There are procedures for
getting the laws changed. As
such, in the university setting
there are procedures for
proclaiming rules unfair and

'Tribute to black
man' a success
slumlord live in one of their
shacks? Would Sam Ri.nneia or
Bt•u Shaw care to share a dorm
rr ~ with two other incoming
fr ·!>hmen? We must assert the
JX•••tion that under no c:ir·
cumstances wiiJ three people in
one dorm room be an acceptable living situation.
It's taken years to get a
transit service at SIU, but we
deserve a better one, serving
more than just campus. Not aD
students Jive on omous, and
rape occurs in areas other than
campus. Areas like south U.S.
51, Poplar Street and housing on
Grand Avenue could be easily
served by public transportation.
No matter what they university
contends, these services are
feasible.
Fee increases are a problem.
especiaUy athletics fees and
late registration fes. Who is
responsible for the irresponsible, incompetent overun of the
athletics budget? What type of
priority system does our administrative branch have? Do
we continue to fund mega-bucks
sports programs while our
library withers into obsolescence? Hopefully the
administu:Hon
can
be
enlightened·
The students havepower
nf'ver before used-the time to
~ it is now. Let us throw the
monkey of exploitive interests
and incompetent leadership off
our backs. I'm sick of
businessmen with pr:ofit chants
and ignorant r.o1iticians leadin
gus. I think it's time we have a
student government which will
stand ''·P strongly for stuckr.i.s. I
think it's about time we. the
youth, have a vmce in dt-ciding
the df'stiny and directimt of our
own lives. l'niverstty and
nation. - Grf'g Materna.
Junior, Mf'rhanical
Enginef'ring

Though this even was the
of the evening, the
Delta ladies did not stop there.
There was a live band 1Just
Us l, "Stepping" from the
Alphas. singing from the Iotas
and modem dance supplied by
Tamara Skves and dancers.
Overall, ·the event worked
well. There were approximately
250 persons during the course of
the evening. The part-owner
and manager of Second ChaliCe.
who perfers to be referred to as
"Bruno." was impressed with
the evening. In talking with
him, he appeared content with
the order of the crowd and he
applauded
its
congenial
d!sposition throughout the
mght.
Bruno expressed that there is
a growing need for publication
of "positive" events such as
this. 1But as we see there was
EDITOR'S !'IIOTE: A sizf'able none. l Pf'rhaps if beer and
portion of this lf'ttn was drugs were confiscated by sn;
inadvf'~ntly omitted whl'ft first authorities. like at the Marshall
printf'CI in thf' March 27 DE.
Tucker concert. mavbe there
would have then been write-up
of "Tribute" in the area papers.
But, unfnrh1natelv. for those
studen~ concerned, no drug
few cents more. There is a bust tO'Jk place, and no one was
severe secre:arial shortage of killf'd. oor did this event have a
skilled peoople, and part of the town wanderer. l'io. this event
reason for the shortage is the did not 'lost the!'e overtly
violent arad self-degrading
subsistence wage:; paid.
The chancellor should be elements. "Tribute" was just a
increasing his efforts not only rainy Sunday night. spent
for faculty increases, but ft r having a damn good time. that
civil service staff increases :tS did not receive any publicity.
well. - Margot W. Smith. Except for a Jetter from some
Assistaat Professor. Com- people that cared. - Dunahl X.
WUiiams. Actioa-Team
mllllity Developmea&

Bring salaries up to standards
The proposed facuJty raises of
8 percent are admt t tedly insufficient. Additional money
from the legislature is needed to
bring faculty salaries up to a
standard ..:omparable to other
universities.
However. even worse than
faculty salaries are those paid
to civil service employees.
secretaries on campus.are often
making minimum wage. or a

When a!'l event works well.
due recognition of the event is m
order. March 30. at Second
Chance, Delta Sigma Theta. a
public service sorority. sponsored such an event, one
deserving of due publicity.
entitled "A Tribute to Black
Men."
..Tribute" was conceived in
1976 and was designed particularly to recognize Car·
bondale's black men who have
ilJustrated outstanding
leadership skills and constructive community
in·
volvement. As determined by
the Deltas. awards are given to
these Black men, appropriate
to their skills and personality.
This year's receipients were:
Bemell Quinn tMr. Equisitel.
Harold
Stevenson
IMr.
Esteeml. Rod Camp <Mr.
Ecstacyl, Boris Neely tMr.
Echelon>. Dwayne Bumpers
<Mr. Erosl and Sl'Ott Jalvey
1Mr. Ebonyl. A special award
of Mr. Personality was also
presented, again to Harold
Stevenson.
highli~t

a

Lesar stresses high research priorit·H
EDITOR'S NOTE· Sine

he came &o C bond. I
e 1972, whea
a e &o *veklp and
build a sch ar
Lesar h81 ~of Ia"' for SIV, Hlnm
a consta:u,
stable
0:_UTe in an administration
llaat hu
;ea:~:C~hip three Umn in eight
·
wu asked to 11uve as a
caretaker for the SIU·C presldeat'l
office In Anthony Hall
b
• mOll& recently
following th
form Pr i: • rapt resignation of
er es ent Warren Brandt.
Oa March 24, Dally Egyptian
~=e.:: Paa~a D. Walter aDd Jacqui
loll :._ ~po e with Leaar, and the
llta~nt!vi an excerP'ed transcript of
Q

Do

ew.

ad · ialstlo:!..~gree with the Brandt
m b at
• policy of emphasizing
:"earc ~oductivlty as a means &o
mprove. t...,. ima'e ~ S~U.C!
th A. I thank a ma.JOI' ·~ta~utioo such as
IS ooe ougll~ to 1ns1st on some
rese~ch. I tha:-tk that the faculty
memuo.·rs are requ,~ to do research in
order to do the JOb of teaching.
Therefore, s1~ they have to do it, L'ley
oughthet
to make_ It public so that everyone
gets
benefit ~f that research.! think
that _for some time ther:e was no em·
phast~ on ~arch, pa:-ticularl~ that it
wasn t requ1r~d for promotion, for
ebegxample. I _thmk that had probably
un. to shift some before President
nd. g~ be~. but he and Dr. Horton
di~radcertainly
Increase the emphasis on
research and I would ag~ with that.
Q. Could yoa cile some of the direct
heneftu this empbasls ea resean:b bas
on the sladeats!
A. Yes. I think that any teacher has to
do research. And the publication of that
res~arc;h means that favnrable at·
tention IS called to the institution. That
helps you get better students, it helps
~u get better faculty members. It also
Ips you get more money to pay the
better teachers.
Q.H- abeU IHie fllctdty memhen
:.b:;:!uppy wHII a ltip priority
A.I asswne there are some peopk
that aren't happy with it. But I feel that
if they. want. to _be part of a major
educat1onalanstatutaon at this level,
they need to do research, that's all. 1
don't believe in promotion witbout
some research.
Q. Has the empbasla . . researclt
c:ltanfed the fanUy hlrilll policy!'
A. don't lmow that it's changed the
hiring policy, except that we now make
it clear to anybody that we hire that
research and publication of that
research will be expected.
Q. Do yoa Udall ..e emphasis •
researclt bas beaeOted the image of
SIU.C.
A. I think it has, otherwise we
wouldn't be tcetting grants and an
improvement m grants.
Q. Do yoa ddnk m.-e bigbly .-Ufled
fllcalty are app~cltere!'
A. We're havan1 more success in
getting our ftrst choice.
Q. Do yoa ltave any type of contnl
over the a moun& tbat ..estate au.ca ....
to tbe llliaela Beard of Hilb,.r
Educ:adoa for facai&J•Iar)' increases!
A. N!!. We simply say that we're
trying to get more out of the legislature,
and we are. 1be chanceUor has made
that known. He has expressed that view
both pUblicly and privately to the Board
of Higher Educata9n and to our
legislators.
Q. Do yoa thillk tbal the c:arreat pay
scale p011es aay problem with hirilll or
retailllag what ia coasidered lap-lloklt
fac.tty!
A. Yes, it does.
Q. Will SIU.C's lobbylag orgaabadoa
have aa effect • f~~ealty pay scales.
A. Well, we hope it wiD. That's one of
the reasons for putting it in there, to
have lol>bf. to get our mti!SS8ge across
to the legislature.

Q. If there Is such a law. do You think
there's mach of a chance l.be board
would a<ree &o collective bargaining"
A If enoogh J)eOp.le want 1·t the·
wotildn't have a cbolc:e we·re t' IJt" y
about . faculty, because- . we ah~~
ccUective bargaining with other
on campus The
·
~roups
. .
· . re IS a very strong
opmaon that It's not appropriate for
faculty members. In fact the Suprt·me
Court has recently held in the c~ of
Yeshiva University that their facnlty
mf.'m:.Crs could not bargain col'eclively, that they were management
This does create a pl'Oblem. in that ~
faculty exercises preroaatives in
man~gement that they ..could not
exerc1se under collective bargaining ·Q. If the r.ute law was changed and
collective bargamlng Weame a realit
would you still hold that faculty serve~
managerial roles and therefore should
not have collective bargaining
privileges?
A. We would have no choice as 1
understand the Jaw. There woold be
certain things the faculty could not
automatically do that it's always
~med faculty could do. The fact iS
m the Supreme Court case it was said
that faculty control over courses offered is .a management prerogative and
so on. u~ faculty would probably Jose
those. managerial prerogatives if
coUective bargaining were held valid
·
Q. WID the upcoming resignation of
Dr. ~ortea, coupled with the carrent
presideatlal sean:h, adversely affeet
the admiDistration o1 SIU.C!
A. I don't think so. Our policies are
~etty we~l established. In the meantime_ we will operate with an acting vice
presJdent.
Q. Do you have anyoue Ia mind for the
pasitia;n of acting vice presideatT
A. Not yet, no.
~;_ .Wh.,_en do you plan to make a
'""""'"
A. Sometime within the next couple of
mooths, before Vice President Hortoa
leaves.
Q. Do y.. npeet aay Miler .tee
preshlentlal vacancies aside frem Dr.
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A.l dcJD't know. 1 dicm't expect bis.
There are vice presidents wbo are
always beiDI eoosidered for jobs
elsewhere. I 1m- tilere are at least two
right now who An' beiDI considered
somewhere else now. So the possibility
always exists.
.. Q. Do you disceant ..e JMUibiUty that
the Beanl of 'l'nlltees may ask yoa Ia
Jane &o ~mai• acting presideD& for a
caapi~ m.-e years !
A. I !klppose that's always possible.
Q. If the baanl did approach Y•·
weuld yoa accept!
A. I have said iD the past that I would
be happy to continue in the position as
long as I'm at the University.
Q. Has the llimlaisJied ,..er of th~
twr presidents ••d~r the chancellor
syst_,m made it dlfficall to find
highly qaaUfied aad ambiUoas caa·

tlidates!

A. I really don't lmow. President
Brandt felt he was being demoted. I
don't know what the reaction of other
people will be to that.
Q. Wbat powers did the 1tretJdendal
efftce re.....alsh to ..... chaueellor!
A. Well, 1t s pretty hard to define.
Since
campuses are supposed to be
autonomous, they shouldn't have lost
very much. ObviotlSiy the chanceDor
bas been designated the system's
representative in dealing with the
legislature and the DIJinois Board of
Higher Educatioo. I would say the
biggest change has been in the functions ol the board. That is, you have the
chancellor taking over more of the
detail work, the policymaking, that the
board once exercised. Now the
Q. Why ... SIU.C tradl...ally lleeB a presidents can still appeal to the board,
--cealecttve barcalaing bati..U..!' but a lot of things are loing to stop with
A. Because there's no state law the chancellor.
providing it. It doesn't make sense for
Q. Havlq lervM a ~~etblg Jlftllldetd
the board to try and enter into collec- lto&b W.-e ud after die coveraaac:e
tive bargaining when the legislature cltaage, tlo y• 1ee •BC.It 41iffereac:e Ia
has not sanctioned it and therefore has year respeasillilitles!
no moral obligation to support
A. Not a whole lot. I think the chanwnat you bargaan tor. "ou lmOW we're cellor's office will have more innot like a private c:amptny, where they formation than the secretary to the
can procure the money for what they board bad in the past, in terms of
bargain. We have to rely ..QII the proposed plans for the two campuses.
legislature. We could malt~~
Q. 0.,.. ..... ,..... actillc - •
agreement, but we dGII't know ·•hetbet e,._ae ndler *'-• a peiR)'·•..er!'
the legislature wrJUld carry it out 01' not.
A. Before Ube pemance chanae) a

the

Hlraa~
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:.rthe~':to~~

any acticJD. 1be new governance doctrine gives the chancellor authority to

stop it, but not completely, because the
president may appeal to the board.
Q. Does tbis diminish &be board's
powers!
A. It will reduce &he am01mt of the
board's activity with the actual day-today operations of the campuses. They
still have the power to set policy and
they can still take up anything they
want to.
Q. SIU.C hu been aecased of being
toD-beavv with administnton. Was dte
jtlmp from a- vice presid•nll to Ove
ander tlte Brandt administration
aecessary •
A. Well: it doesn't make much differerx-ewhatyoucallit.becauseyou've
got to have somebody in chargE: of those
operations reporting to the president. 1
don't think SIU.C has more than its
share of administrators. I have opposed
adding any more even though rve two
or three opportunitii.'S to do sc..
Q. Do you thillk a special appropriations biD f_. Davies will pa•
the General Assembly!
A. It's pretty hard to say, but my
personal guess is that we can get it
through the legislature. The question is,
can we get the governor to approve it
then.
Q. If the lfogislaU. fails, ,._ will
womea's athletics f~~eiHtles he ltroaghl
illto complia.ace with 'ntle IX!
A. I don't know.
Q. Is the baildlal• safety bazanl!
A. We think it's something ol a safety
hazard right now, but I don't kno\1 if we
have any other choice but to use it.
Whatever other facilities we can make
available, we will, but we don't have
much choice.
Q. Wlay dill y• establislt ..e JOe

riltlte• atltlelics com•lsslo• wbe• II
appears tlta& tile latercolle1iate
Athletics Committee ltu trHilioaally
ltad the respoasilrilities ..., cltal'led te
tlteco-.U..... !

A. Basically because the lAC is
responsible for short-range projectiCJDS
for tbe atbletics ..-.am. whereas tbe

~::::::t=tj:!~lbe-=
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that I d~n't think the c:_.mittee,
however indeDI!IIdent and uaiJiued it
may be. thought to be unbiased
ana maependent by tbe University
community. I wanted a commissioa
that would be.
.
Q. Are tile commissi.. •e•llers
relatively inexperiet1ceil wit~• c••pared with the L-\C memllen w.. lilave
been dealinc witlt tltese iuaes f •
yean!
A. I think you'D find they have cunsiderable experience. And they have all
the experience in the world to draw
from. They have the athletics departments. Vtce President Mace and
anyone in his area they want to talk
with, as well as the lAC.
Q. Will dte lAC he involved ill tile
commissi•'s fiDdiags!
A. They'll llO to the president first.
who wiD then make a df.'cisioo whether
or not to accept then port. I suppose. in
the short range. the finding$ will obviously involve the lAC because it will
become the policy they will be~
out.
Q. Do yon expect the wi4espread
eampns opposition to the pr....-H ...
athletics fee increase will eiNl If tile
commtssio• decides the iac:rease ill
aecessary!
A. 1 don't even know what the commission is going to determine. But the
board passed the 1provisional) fee
increase over the opposition, and I
assume if a case is made for the iDcrease, the board will go abt. '-d and do
as before.
Q. H- mncll of lite fee lacra• WODiea's athletics expect la ncehe!'
A. Dr. Mace's report to tbe boud
shows how much ol the fee iDI:rase
goes to women's athletics. More af it
will go to women's athletics tile
following year than during tbe iatmediate coming year because we line
the problem tbia year ol bala.neillc lbe
budgeL
Q. So mere of tile lllcrease ill llllal
year ••• wm - - - ,_. a.fll-ce
.... it wm .. fiscal year lMI!
A; Right, assuming the increase is
approved.
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'Serial' looks at noncoDlJnital,
liberated American lifestyles
By CanV SWftlleY
Staff W'l'itft
Through
somewhat
exaggerated, yet accurate
examples satirtdng free-Jove
and ope11 marriage, the film
"Serial" looks at the liberated, that his dislikes in life are due to
noncommittal lifestyles of "a lot of rage."
American couples in the 19805.
Joannie i.~ a teenager going
Written by Rich Eustis and through the adolescent stage
Michaei Elias, and produced by where any comment or
Sidney Beckerman, "Serial" is direction made toward her is
a fast-paced and hilarious looll considered infringement upon
at the ctlaotic lives of four her rights. Feeling unloved, she
couoh:!S who nnly assimilate joins the Church of Oriental
with eacla other bt"caUSf• of their Christian Harr.tony and
mutual need to be. as tney say. denounr.es her parents in order
''with it."
to live in a pur.-Je commune,
The movie stars Martin Mull wear a purple caftan and seU
and Tuesday Weld as Harvey carnations by the pier.
and Kate Holroyd, a couple who
Knowing tnat she hates
break up more than once to try purple, the Holroyds wait out
the single life while still Joannie's phase; knowing that
maintaining their marital she eventually will want to
bonds.
return home. When the church
to let her go, the parents
ve~~~sm:n t!C:,.:~~scO'!; refuses
plan a hilarious scheme to get
healti' and body conscience, her back.
free-~;peaking and sleeping
Intertwined throughout the
lifestyles preval.:tnt in his San ups and downs of the Hol~r~
Francisco neighoorhood. He family are: ..5 and pieces of me
fights hard to maintain other couple's lives. most ol
traditional and somewhat which are headed for selfstereotyt--ical relationships w~th destruction.
his ~ife and daughter Joann1e.
First there is Martha Stems
And althougb his first attempts CSa!ly Kellerman). Married
fail. he succeed.-. in the e-.td.
more times than one could
Kate, on the other hand, has count, Stems is the dominant
involved herself in mind- believer of the free-feeling life,
opening therapy with the not-so- whatever that means, with
funny "family therapist " whoever she's li ling with at the
Leonard Miller CPeter Bonen>. time.
Kate also relishes in wfoekly
During the movie Sterns
··conscience-raising bitch
marries Bill. who was married
sessioos" with the other wives to her friend Vivian. In· an
and frequently informs Harvey contemporary
outdoor

ceremony Rev. Spike "Serial"
ITom Smothersl pronounces
the couple, "a pair bonded for
as long as the relationship
cont;nu.?s to be mutually
nourished." This. however. isn't
as long as the movie itself.
Stearn's
foul-mouthed,
bratty to-year-old son StDkley is
undoubtedly affected by his
mother's numerous marriages
and consequently enrolls in
therapy sessions. Miller. whose
answer to any client's problem
is a quaalude. has the kid
playing with idiotic to)'3. sul'h
as a plastic turd and a Gay
Bruce doll, in order for him to
find out "where he's at."
The disaster in the movie is
Sam i BiU Macy l. who tries
1:1'11 to adapt to the weird. but
involved. life of his wife Angela
!Nina Talbot>. In the process he
abandm1S his morals a:ld wife
for a 19-year-old vegetarian.
gets caught smoking dope in his
office and eventually commits
suicide.
At Sam's funeral, Ha:vey
finds it impossible to contair, his
anger. Feehng that evervone's
life is nothing but a charade. he
condemns their fallacies by
saving that "Sam thought he
knew how to be happy until you
people made him think differently."
Through comical and yet
seriOt~ confrontations with life,
the rr.ovie "Serial" proves that
a free-loving, open oen·iironment, where everything is
''beautiful'' and personal space
i8 not to be invaded. does not
necessarily work in reality.
Harvey, who was at fU"St
thought of as straight and
"gross" by his family and
pianists. The New York Times friends, comes out the hero. The
reported that Guralnik "had gist of his personality is summed up by Stokley. who says to
~ce. fluidity and a bubbling
him, "fn an insane society, the
jOy that was quite lt'ansfixing"
after lJ concert at Carneige sane must appear insane."

60-85% SAVINGS

OFF OIUGINAL

PUBLISHED PIUCES

Pianist-actor to do 'Chopin'
"Chooin Uves! ," a one-man
show featuring pianist and
actor Robert Guralnik, will be
pre'>ef!fed at 8 p.m. Tl~y in
Shryock Auditorium. Dressed iu
elegant 19th Century clothes.
Guralnik tries to d. aw the
audience into the composer's
life; including his childhc;OO in
Warsaw. his frustrations in
Vienna and his love of Paris.
Guralnik has toured the
l"nitrd States and Europe.
building a reputation a.c :::1c ul
America's
finest
young

llook••-
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"Chopin Lives!" is presented
in reci~l-monol•>gue form in
which Gura!nik plays a variety
of short piano works and also
reminisces from the piano

be~~ii~~~ fi:;t rreerso~o

this
presentation, sponsored by
University Convocatiuns.

SPC VIDEO Presents:

Save More

With a
Tax Deferred
Savings Plan!

The Rutles
.. All You Need Is Cash"
is a hilarious pseudo--documentary
concocted by Eric Idle of the
Monty Python. Mick Jcgyer
Paul Simon & the GANG FROM NBC's
"Saturday Night live" join in this
zany mockery of Beatie mania. John
Belushi plays American promoter f<on
Decline whose "only weak spot i~ Jishonesty..

MidAmeri.::a Bank and
lrust Company offers
Individually De~ignf'd
Retirement. Pension and
Profit Sharing Plans for
Corporations and Self
Employed M~n cmd Women ...
May We Ot>sign One
for You?

QUI'<.IFIEO ot[OGH. P£-001. Ofl PAOFIT \iHAAIIIIG 1'\.AN
A Comp.M 1 ~tOn of tM SIJ[M~::tnl~dt qrn>Nth rh4f CAn bP drorr'IA!"d ~ w~'''lCI up
S\ICh a piMt ~~se of 14• dPdt.tct•b'>e" contr•but~ and r.1• dt-1et"rf'd ..-.rntngs.

,_.. .. --~--·£.;;..:.;; ·-· --~- - f-,;;;;;.,i

7:00 & 9:00 pm.

504

4th fl. Video Lounge
l'ag"
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Ice show offers something for aU, especially kids
14v Olana Peonnpr

l'ta ff

\\' ritPr

Blue lights low on the ice and

bright lights in the eyes of the
chiidren: the "Greatest Show
on Ice" was aboul to begin.
. A~t 5,000 attended Friday
mght s performance of Holiday
on Ice at the Arena; s~ cones,
cotton candy and programs in
hand. 1'het-e was something for
t>•eryone, but mosUy for the
children.
A potpourri of skilled skaters
in bright, sparkling costumes
performed daring, elegant and
comical routines. But the
Cookie Monster. Big Bird and
Bert and Ernie from Sesame
Street were the big stArs for the
kids.
To the obvious delight of the
youngsters, the Sesame Street
Muppets chose a few children
from the audience and took I
them for sleigh rides on tbe ice
as their favorite TV stars, in- I
cluding Big Bird's imaginary I
friend Snuffle-Upagas, skated I

so fast the eye could not follow.
McKiUigan gave solo perfomances inc:~lding repeated
split jumps thit' left the
audience in awe. T?.ylor, who
added a new f'..imension to
competition skating when he
~ompleted the firM triple-axel
Jump ever seen in competition
at the 1978 World Championships. performed several
difficult jumps, including back
fl_ips . and snappy step combmations.
LitUe Lito and Kevin Bubr..1
added comic relief with sket-

ches that were undoubtedly
them with a concealed sprinkler
much more difficult than 1··ey system.
looked. Little Lito, whose real
name is Estaban Miguel
Clive and Carol Phipson.
ltahano, performed a tribute to
Charlie
Chaplin
titled partners on :md off the ice,
"Trampin' Around," adapting performed classical routines
many ·:lf Chaplin's !dmiliar together, highlighted by daring
lifts. At one point, Carol was
antics for the ice.
Bubp drew rounds of laughter suspended in the air with only
and applause with a comical her skates locked around
tw~man hockey game sketch Clive's neck as he spun her
and as cabaret artist Lola, well- around at daredevil speeds_
"ildowed with balloons. Several
members of the aud1ence were
In one of Clive's so.'o routines
''all wet" after Subp surprised to the theme of Star Wars. his

skates sent fire-like sparkles
flying as he skatro. and leaped
over women in glittering
costumes hunched betweer.
props. The sketch culminated in
a jump through a ring of fire.
A ~and finale of Ro) Rogers
proteges in flUOI't!SCellt Stetsons
and fringed costumes wrapped
up the show. The entire cast
came back on tbe ice for final
jumps and spins to a t.ckdrop
of cascading sparkler fou ...
lains, bringing out ~..e child m
every member of the ~ence.

r------------------<:LIP SAVE·--------------,
1980 Spring Semester Final
&

I
f

around them.
I
One lucky little girl toot a I
Sl'.at of honOr under the Sesame I

Street sign as skater Karen
Newton joined the Sesame
Street gang for a song about
frien.JS and friendst-.ip.
Slr..:at~rs formerlv active in
amateur and professional
comr;N?tition make up much of
llie cast of the Holiday on Ice
entourage. Kellie Jenkles,
Patrick McKilligan, Clive and
Carol Phif15011 and Vern Taylor
f.ave dramatic performances
witb finely e1ecu~ed jumps,
graceful dance steps and sp1ns
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ex-lead ba,ritone,
IO

2. Classes should pion to hold their final examination in
their regularly scheduled class rooms. The spoce
scheduling
the <>ffo<e of Admissions and Reco•ds
will forward to departments information relative to the
locationforexamirationsforthoseclassesthotconnothold
their examinations in their regularly scheduled rooms
L--ouse of s,......e conflict.
will '-- ckme sufficiently in

section,~

Thi~

•

._

final examination days to provide suHicient
The following points are also pertinent to the
final examination schedule:

II

William
Dees,
visiting
assistant professor of YOic:e at
SIU-C and former lead~ng
baritone witb the opera of Btel, I
Switzerland. will present'!' free I
recital at 8 p.m. Tuesday m the I
Olc.l Baptist Foundation.
Aformerthree-timewinnerof
Metropolitan Opera aurutons, V'»
Dees
performed
40 ...
leadin~basbaritone
rolesover
in t~
_.,
Uniteo States and Europe. He!:~ ~
also the former director of the ..J

I

1. Stu<Mnt who find they have more than threxaminations an one day may petition, and stuct.nts who
have two examinations scheduled at time should
petition their academic dean for
to takiode on
examination during the mok•up examinatiOn per_
_on
the last day. Provision for suc:h o make-up examonat•on
period does not mean that students may decide to mis_s the
scheduled exom·lnat'•on time and expect to make It up
1y
during this mak•up period. This period is to be used an.
for students whose petitions have been approved by the.r

~ova_l

~

-<

Bel Canto ........... St. x-.

s~ific

'""'
::,::C,:..
a:l~~...~

I

present recital

Examination Schedule Information
The exaMination schedule attempts to ovoid examination
conflicts b-t provic!ong seporole examination periods for
Tuesday-Thvrsdoy lecture classes. Some questions might
develop for which answers con~ provided of this time.
1. Classes thot meet longer than one hour on Tuesday
ond Thursday, such as four credit ltour classes, should use
the examination period established for the earlier of the
hours. For example, a class m-ting from 11:00 to 12:50 on
Tuesdoy and Thursday would hold its examinotiort at 5:50
p.m.• Tuesdoy. Moy 13. This applies also to non-lecture type
courses such as laboratory or seminar type courses. Classes
thot meet for one of the 75 minute periods on TuesdayThursday are assigned a
examination period. For
example, 3:35 to .. :SO Tuesday-Thursday classes hove their
examination at 3:10p.m .. May 16.

'tI ·-·
~

"'t

Student who must miSS a final examination may
take on examination before the time scheduled for 'M
class examination. Information relative to the proper graee
to be given students who miss a final ex':'minotion ond ':Ire
not involved in a sit.Jation covered 1n '•·• precedmg
paragraph will be found in the mimeographed memorondum forwarded to members of the instructional stoH ?t the
time they receive the :inal grade listing for the recor· •mg of
grades.
.
l. CIMses with a special exam t1me
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I GSA 101 ..•......... · · · · · ··Mon.. ~ ~! =~::~:::::
. GSA 110....... · · · · · · · · · · · · · Thu., Mo Y 3: 11-S: 11p.llt.
1 GSA 115..... -. - .. _. .. · · .... Mon.,Mil Y1412l:ll-li:
. . P.M.
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ol~.tt...nctoylec.
tur,~10oclockcloss-whichu.-only
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clones
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I
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Tuesday- Thursday lecture
Mq«.Jen·
11
2 15

ce: " - - · - . , IS M:1e.la:...._

.-:~••. . _ wftkh.,.. only o T_.,.. ~
'-'·
turc sequence and classes wfticft .._, 11:00
J2:JSa.m.
J 1 c!cfock

to

'"esdOJ· Tlt.wsdoy: •-·· Mey 1S J:SI-1=---

II

lecture~ w
>

l2 o'clock classes except 12 o'clock or 12:35 to 1:50
classes which use only a Tuesday- Thursday

ce: WIML, Mlly 1412:M-2:Hp.-.

l2o'clockclasseswhichuseonlyaTuesdoy-Thur~lec- ~

ture sequence ond classes which meet 12:35 to 1:50 odock
Tues doy · Thu rsday : ....__
.,._ ---y 121=-1t:ttP.M.
•
.
a'clatk classes except 1 a· clock classeswh•ch use only o
1
Tuesday-Thursday lecture sequence: T-.• Moy 1J 12:SI-

"~......... -····- ··~

0 . . . . . . . . . " . ." " " ' 1ft.
ture sequence: Fri•• Moy 1t S:M-J:Jip.....
2 o'clock classes except 2 o"clock or 2:00-3: IS c:lasses
which use only
Tuesdcy- Thursday lecture sequence:
0
Mon., May 12 12:SI-2:5tp.lll.
o"clock
classes
which
use only a Tuesday· Thursday Jec.
2
ture sequence and classes which meet 2:00 to 3:15p.m.
Tuesday· Thursday: Fri., Moy 1t 12:M-2:Sip.-.
3 o'clock classes e.ccept 3 o"clock or 3:35 to 4:50 c:lasses
which use only o Tuesday Thursday lecture sequence
Wetl., Mlly 14 3~11-S:11p.....
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a_

a
I

I
I
I
1

1
I

I
I

•
•

3 o'clock classes which use only o Tuesday-Thursday lee- 1
ture sfKjuence and classes wl>ich meet 3:35 to 4:50 p.m. 1
Tuesday· Thursday: FrL, May 1• 3:1.. S:11p.m.
1
.. 0 ·clock clas~"'5. lhu., May 1U:11-S:11p.....
I
Night classes which mee: during the h~t period \S:OO to I
7:25p.m.) on Monday and Woonesdoy mghts: Man., May
12S:M-7:Jip.....
.
Night clones which meet da1ing the_ first penod (5:00 to
7:25p.m.) on Tuesday and T!,ursday n.ghts: Thu•• Moy 1S
S:se..J:Hp.m.
_
Night classes whidt meet during the second penod (?:35
t-, 9 .00 or 9:\:ip.m.) on Monday and Wednesday
Wecl., Moy 14 1=-le:IIP.M.
.
Night classes wh• -I-t meed during the second pericd (?:35
,. 9:00or 9:15p.m:)~ T<Jesday and Thursday mghts: ' - · ·
Mey 13 .....I:....M.
.
Night classes which meet only on Moncloys: Mola., Moy
12 s:se..J':Sip.M.
I
Night classes which meet only on Tuesdays: Tue.. Miry I
na=-1t:ttP.M.
-'--~· . . . . I
Night classes which meet only on w..... ___,.:
• I
Mey 1d 1:•11:• P.M.
.
I
Nigl , classes which meet only on Thursdays. 'I1Mt.. lilly I
15 s:,._ ;~sep.....l1
Sa,.,rckry -losses: Fri•• IIIey 1t J:M-7;Hp.-. ..
Mok•up exa..·.:nafions for studltnis ""hose petitions hove 1
I
.,_n appJOVed by their academic deans: Jrl., Mey 161:11ll:tiPA
·
I•

GSA 202 ..•.. · - · · · · · · • · ·- · Wetl..
Y
GSA, 8 220: G~.A. B. C 221. · ·- Wetl •• ~- ~ 1 !:M-J:Sip.lll.
Frl ;,..
Moy
• ·· :se..t:Me.lll.
GSB 103..••.....•...........•
..........
11:11-12:1.
GSB 202.••.. - ... ·. · · · · · · · · • · ·
S:Sf.J':Sip.....
GSC 101 ............... ·. · · · Thu., ~.GSD 101, 117.118. 119. 120.. Tue., Moy U 11:11-12:1. .•111•
12 1 1
GSD 107 112 113.. ·.·····Mon., Moy
1: ..l2:lte.....
Accoun t-'~ng 2io• 221 ' 222• 322 ..Th
Tue., Mil
Mlly 15
13 3:11-S:11p.llt.
Account~ng 321 .. · · - · · · · · · · ~--u.~Y12 1:11-ll:ftP.M.
Accounhng 365..•. · • · · • · · · - · ·
Administrohve Sciences 208 ·Sect. I, 3 .... S
...... Thu.. Mlly 1S Y:se.t:se......
304. · · ·Fri., Moy 16 J:l.. S: 11p."'"
Admin~trati-e Sciences 481. Tue.. Moy n 11:1..12:::-1
Center
Basic Skills 110. · - · · Tue., - , .41
1J
1
Centerfor Basic Skills 120.. · - · · Mlly 1 11: .. 1..
Center for Basic Skills 130. ·Moll., Mlly 12 1: ...~: __....
1
Chemistry 2228.•...... - • • • · · tue•• Moy 11 '= ~Curriculum. Jnatrudian and Media 31ST-.. Mllr U
Electronic Data Proce•sing 217 .. Jrl•• Mlly 16 7:M-t:lle.-.
financ:e 320. - •.••• - . •. • · WN.. Mlty 14 11:1..12:1....._
Finance 372. - .• - •••.• - .• - ••.• Jlr..
1t 7:,..t:lle.-.
Marketing 3!W.-.- - ••••• -- -Mon.. Mlly 12 :l:l..S:ltp.M.
Marketing 305. ·- · · · · · • • • • • · ...... Mlly 14 J:se.r:-.-.
Matl\!!tmotics IIOA: 1108: 111: n•: 116: 117: 1'39:
CliP & SAVE

.;.::-;5

1

140: 150; 230;314. · · · · · · · Mon., Moy 12 11:,...12:.........
Zoology 118. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .Moft., M.y 12 .J:»-J':-......
2. One cre-:li~ 1-tour cour\es ordinarily will have ~ir
examinations duri· g the lost regularly schttduled class
per.od priorto tha formal f;nol examination we-".
Other classes I
those for 1 credit)
8 o'clock closse-.• excPpt8 o'clock or 8-9:15 classes which
use only a T!.lorsdoy- Tht.rsdc., lecture
n..,. M.y
1S l2:M-2:Jip.....
8 o'clock classes which use only a Tuesday. Thursday leelure sequence: Thu., Moy 15 1:•1t:• P.M.
8:00 to 9:15 o'clock Tuesday- Thursdoy classes: Fri., -.y 1
1t11:11-12:1h.lll.
I
9 o'clock classes excf'ot 9 o"clock or 9:35 to 10:50 classes 1
which use only o lues-fay. Thursday lecture sequence: 1
•• May 14 7:M-9:sta.m.
1
9 a" clock clones which us"'
a Tuesday- Tltursdoy Jec. I
ture sequence: Fri., May 16 11":1.. 12:lh.-.
I
9:35 to 10:50 o"clock Tuesday-Thursday classes: Mea., I
May 12 7:SI-9:5h.m.
I
10 o'clock classes except 10 o"clock classes whod. use I
only 0 Tuesdoy-Thursday lecture sequence: Tue.. Mey 13 '
7:SI-t:se.......

n•~ts:

Students score higher on ACT
after taking foreign language
By AM .,.,• Ea1elmeyer
sa.ftat Writer
SIU-C students who studied a
foreign language in high school
scored higher on
their
American College Test !ACJl,
especially in English. than
tbo&e who hadn't studied a
blnguage, a 1979 study

::r

'"''o be sure. definite results
will have to await a far more
enensive study. but I hope the
findings will encuurage more
high school students to study a
foreign language." sa1d Eugene
F. Tioape, conductor of the
study and SIU chairman of the
Department
of
Fo•·eign
Languages and Literatures.
Timpe said he !law a need for
the study whet! he noticed that a
nalicm-wide decrease in hildl
sdlool foreign language stuily
appeared to have precedf!d a
drop in college entrance
eumination scor'f!S.
From the results of the survey. Timpe was al-.o able to
amclude that studP.nts who

benefited most by foreign
study had below a B
average in high school, were not
in tbe top quarter of their
graduating class and did not
COIISider themselves as collegebound.
Tile study was condtwt«< with
the reoords of 7 ,..r.o students
wbo were enrolled at the
univa'sity in 1979 and who had
ACT scores on file. These
langua~~te

students had also answered the
questions in the StudeP.t Profile
Section of the test concerning
previous foreign lar.guage study
m Spanish, Frer.ch. German
and "other."
With t!".e cooperation and
assistance of the Office of lnstihltional Research and
Studies. the records were entered into a computer.
The results of the computer
processing a number of comparison questions showed "in
all cases" a
"po~itivt>
correlation between foreign
1c1n~uage study and college

::!t~!fi~ :~sra~e:·.~ ~!J:

ADFL
<Associations
of
Departments of
For~ign
Languages, Bulletin.
Timpe no~">d that a simp.e
comparison &:~tween
the
number of years a student had
sturoed a foreign lan!i~'$lll:e and
his Af'T scores did not a~ount
for the fact that those students
who chose to study a foreign
language in high school may
simply have been generally
brighter students. And, consequently, their scores may not
have been influenced by
language study.
Therefore, Timpe divided his
main group into two subgroups.
One subaroup contained the
scores of college preparat6")'
students in the top quarter ol
their graduating class who had
a grade point average of A or B.

·feeling awful
about yourself!

Those who were not in the top

Tur.-sday, AprilS, 3-Spm
Missr..uri Room Student Center

~P.r!~':e1=i! :~~·wh!:d

not consider themselves college
preparatory was a separate
group.
Tne division of 'he main

SUNDAY

fcf!f1!~~o~U: =~~~~~=

students fr.:.m Group B
benefited most from foreign
language study.
For instance. Group A
l'tudents with no foreign
language study. 289 students,
had an average English score of
20.2 and a composite of 22.7.
Those in Group A with four
years of foreign language study.
194, averaged an English score
of 22.4 and a compos1te of 23.9.
The difference between the
Englis.loo scores is 2.2, and the
difference between the com- _
posites is 1.2.
Group B students with no
foreign
language
study
averaged a 15.3 English score
and a 16 4 composite.
Studfonts in Group B with four
yeaN f1C foreign language Study
averaged a 19.9 in English and a
19.9 composite score.

BRUNCH

Bakery/Dell
OpenlOPM
MON-SAT

..-..~~n

Timpe noted that "the
vali...dty of these studies is
limited by at least several
factors," but thllt this
preliminary study does yield
··c:eruun tentative conclusions
about the SIU students whose
Acr scores we-e analyzed."

Choral director
ru~mecl for Sit'
music trorl.·shofJ
8¥ l 1aiversih :'licows Servicco
.The annual summer nusi<:
camp at SIU-C wiiJ feature
Rnbert Fuller as choral director
fnr the eighth consecutive year.
"Music and Youth at
Southern" is scheJuled foro~
week instead of the usual t\\ a
because of rtSing costs, a.:cording to Melvin L. Sien-!r,
camp director and SIU-C
as...-;ociate professor of mus:c.
T~e session will begin Sun·
da} July 6, and conclude with a
coocert Saturday, July 1:.!. It is
(open
to bi~IJ school music
students
mcluding
1980
graduate-s. Cost for the camp is

All Raincoats

·3···

..........

Sasoon Baggfes

hove arrived

$!17.

In addition to chorus. Fuller
wiU teach choral conducting
aod claS!o voi'~- "Fuller has an
outstanding ~--ersonality. and
within five minutes the stude&lts
will find he is W0\1derful to work
with, .. Sie..er saic!
GREEK SALAD (With Feta cheese,
FulJer was choral and music
SANQW!CHES
Greek olives, anchovy)
director at Jonesboro <Ark.)
High School from 1966 to 1978 ~b~~~~~ GYROS (U.S. choice beef blended with
Sm. 1.40
with Greek spices and ser~ted on
aod was Arkansas State
lg. 1.85
President of the American
natural Pita bread) 2.10
C~l Directors Association.
GYROS
PLATE
2.85
PASTRIES
In U'78, be began teaching in
llliDois at Oak Park Hip School
SUVLAKI {Greek Shish Kabob) 1.80
BAKLAVA (Layered with fillo, walnuts-.::;;..;..;;..~-,
and is coordinator of the ACDA
KEFTES (Greek br ;, ger) J .70
and honey) .75
High School Honors Choir for
S~ANAKOPITA (Spinach pie with Feto
the ~ Dlinois State ACDA
YALATOPITA .75
,:heese)
1.35
CODYmtiOD.

RUm SPUR
HATS

SIDE ORDERS

DRINKS

MUSHROOMS (hom•mode) 1.25
ONION RINGS (hom• mode) .70
FRENCH FRIES .SS

SOFT DRINKS
BEER (Michelob, Heineken)
WINE (Roditis-Greek Rose)

~~

Hours of CIIM"Itlon:

Western Store
%mile w . .t of 1-Sf
Merion, Ill "J..JI11

s1• s.m.

11-111un.
11-1 alh.
11-lf-S.t.
;

~rain

Governn1ent may store
Yi..\SHINGTON IAPl
Agriculture Secretary Bob
Bergland said Monday that as
soon as President Carter signs
new legislation, he will act to
open up the government's grain
reserve program to store com
that had been destined for the
Soviet Union.
Further, he said, the
Agriculture
Department
"should be ready by the end of
the week" to begin offering
farmers the opportunity of
selling wheat directly t., the
govemn1ent.
Bergland said in an int"""'ii"W
he expec~ed Carter tc sign m.:
bill mPmentarily ahd that
farmers might be able to begin
consigning corn to the reserve
by the end of this week.
Toe bill, passed by Congress
last week. includes a major
pro-vision allowing rarmers who
did not comply with last year's
acreage programs ror wheat
and corn to take. part in the
grain reservt:,
Until now. only iarmers who
complied with acreage set-aside
requirements were eligible to
take part in the program. It
allows farmers to store grainthus keeping it off the marketfor up to three years. or until
market prices rise enough to
trigger its release.
Bergland said the plan now is
to allow only additional com
into the reserve. not wheat.
Instead. he said, the government will continue buying
wheRt to remove it from iJJe
market. !!:eluding plans to
begin purchasing it directly
from farmers.
A week ago, Bergland said
com also would be bought
directly from farmer!> if
country ~Jevawrs did not soon
begin orfering more com ror
sale to the government at

reasonable prices~ ·
. ·'Oh the t"om..purchB."e 'P.'Iicy,
we're awaiting the president's
!'ignature on the amendments to
the farm law, which would
allow us to extend a reserve
opportunity to persons who
were not in the farm progoam
last year," Bergland said.
"Once we get his signature,
we wil. immediately wire our
state and county offices and
start to receive grain under that

(r:;;r:;el S:f:iJ~m.are

being
worked out tcday," Bergland
said. "I expect that we'U be
authorized to take grain into

soon

that reserve by the end of the
week."
Bergland said the canceled
Soviet com orders will be
removed from the market ir·
"one way or the other. Either
we'll get it in lhe reserve OJ
we'D buy it."
The grain reserve program is
being opened up and purchases
made to offset the effects of
President Carter embargoing
furt~er U.S. sales of wheat, com
and other prooucts to the Soviet
Union in retaliation ror its
actions in Afghanistan.

Start Your Summer
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Gjobs On Campus
The following jobs for student
workers have been listed by Ute
Office of Student Work and
Financial Assistance.
To
be
eligible.
~ndergraduates must carry rune
hours. graduates six hours .. A
current
A.C.T.
Fam1ly
Financial Statement must be on
file with the OffiCe of Student
Work and Financial Assistance.
Applications should be made
in person at the Student W~rk
Office, Woody Hall-8, third
floor.
·
.
Jobs available as of April 7:
Clerical • 12 openings. morning workblock; 7 openings,
afternoon
work block;
8
openings, times to be arra~ged.
Miscellaneous · 2 operungs.
tour guide, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; 1
opening, parts department.
heavy lifting, 8 a.m. to noon.: 3
openings. testing and sconng
tests, morning w~rkblock; 1
opening, mail earner. 7:30 to
11
~.it':~ jobs - 3 openings,
monitor for Summer Food
Service J'rogl'am for Children
feeding J.x:<:ltions. apply before
AprilL

NowTald"'

......

Con It adS
,_..,........

1 & 2 Bedroom Apt.
Furnished. carpet,
air. "special summer
rates·· water included! !

Sorry no pets

TRADEIN

.

a man's gold High School nng
(limit one per sale).

CHOOSE

any Siladium• class ring.

(Siladium IS a fine quality jewelers'
alloy guaranteed tor a lifetime.)

SAVE
$20 on selected Women·s
rings

ORDER NOW

Three Days Only

April I, 9, 10

univer1i1y

bOOIIIIOfe
536-3321

STUDENT CENTER

Agriculture award recipient named
By Stfove F.nglltb
~udeont

two or three of my friends'who I
thought were just as deserving.
The competition for the award
was very competitive and I
thank God I had the opportunity
to win it. It is the most
gratifying award I have ever
received.''
Wagoner was born, and still
resides in Petersburg, a small
farming community about 3ll
miles northwest of Sorinllfield.
Like many 22-year-olds,
Wagoner is a very ambitious
individual. "My goal is to have
my own Angus farm one day."
he said. "I presently own 17
cows. mostly Angus heifers. •·
In the meantime. he has other
Alternatives open to him. "I
would like to work as a field
representative Ior the Pure
Breed Association." he sa1d. ·'I
am also considering working for
a sales consulting firm or attending graduate school at
Michigan State University."
Wagoner has also been offered
{'mpioyment at Foote Acres
Ranch in Melba, Idaho. where

Wrher

Steve Wagoner was seven
years old when he began
exhibiting cattle from his
father's farm in Petersburg, Ill.
Now, 15 years later, Wagoner
has turned a childhood pastime
into a lifetime career, so much
so that he was recently named
the outsta;Jding senior in
agriculture.
Wagoner. an animal industries major. was presented
the award at the annual All Ag
Banquet. Of 345 seni~. ~<!re
were 18 a.~nh...ants for the
award. which 'iS sponsored by
the Illinois Farm Bureau. The
winner is selected by a committee of faculty anli students
on the basis t~f <~Cademic ex-

~~e~C::,Iv!::r:~i:tu:J::fi::

community affairs.
"I was proud to receive the
Outstanding Senior Award,"
said Wagoner. "It was a nice
note to go out on. but it was hard
to accept because there were

Lost and found
hold.., t•aluables

for six months
Bv Bruce- Simmons
Sludent Writer
If you have lost anything

besides your temper or your
mind in the last six months
chances are it can be found at
the ct'ntrallost and found in the
Student Center.
Valerie Woods, a senior in
soctal welfare. is the girl behind
the scenes at the lost and found.
nnce Woods logs the losl
item:.. the articles remain at thE
Student Center for threE
months. If thev are not claimed
by this time.- they are put in
boxes and kept in the Student
Center for an additional three
months.
However. Wood:i said there
.1re two t'Xceptions to this rule.
··one exception is keys, which
are thrown out if they are not
claimro within the first three
months.'' Woods explained.
·'The other exception is wallets.
If there is a phone number in the
wallet. I will call the person and
notih· him that his wallet is at
tht> central lost and found. I! the
-.. allet d~Jesn't have a numb<!r, I
wtll notiiy the person by mad."
The articles that are not
clatmed after six months are
giver to several different
organizations.
Hill House and Huber House,
drug rehabilitation centers, are
given clothes, art supplies and
oL'ler stmiliar items.
"Eye glasses are given to the
First Chritian Church. They
grind them down and remake
them for the older fo!ks,"
Woods said.
Woods also said she gets less
mundane items than keys,
wallets and giasses.
"l get underwear turne1i in
from the Recreation Center,"
she claimed. "Some people
even bring things in that they
ha\"e found behind Hangar Nine
or one of the other bars."

The Red Cross is asking
peoReoplCre to dbonaloodtebabnkloodfrtoomthelO
ed 085
a.m. to 4 p.m. April 8-11 at the
Student Center. Ballroom D.

fall semester. Interested
students should contact Minnie
Minnito. C.areer Planning and
Placement Center, Woody Hall
B 204.

Carole Kimmel. a member of
the Board of Trustees. wiD
speak at the meeting of the
American Association of
University Women on "The
Role
of
the
Full-time
Homemaker-Mother in Today's
Society" at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
the First Baptist Chun:b located
on the corner of University and
Main streets.

The Counselillt~ Center will
sponsor a workshop on how to
feel more positive about
younw.lf from 3 to 5 p.m.
Tuesday in the Student Center's
Missouri Room.

As part of Spring Wellnes!l
Week. a ''Self-help Skills for
Stress Management" workshop
will be held from I to 3 p.m.
Tuesday in the Mississippi
A meeting for students in- Room. Student Center. At 7
terested in a study trip in p.m .. a 1o1ort"Shopon ''Touch for
Mexico June 18 thrtJugh August Health. A Do-lt-Yourself Ac14 will be held at 4 p.m. Wed- cupressure Technique" will be
nesday in 1-"aner 201S3. The trip is held in the Mississippi Room.
co-sponsored by by Universidad
Veracruzana and Sill-C.
The Alumni Association is
Participants will live with offering a Hawaiian bip this
residents of the area and costs summer for alumni. faculty,
range from $642 - to $862 staff. th~ir families and friends.
depending on the number of The trip includes a nine-day.
courses and field bips taken. eight-night stay in Honolulu,
The Illinois Department of June 28 to July 6. The cost is
Transportation in Belleville is $852.50 per person and reserl~mg for sophomores and vations require a $100 deposit.
juniors majoring in civil Final payment is due Ma,; 16.
engineering technology to Checks should be made payable
the
SIU-C
Alumni
parti<>ipate in its Cooperative to
Edocatioo Program to begin in Association, Faner Hall. 453summer and continue through 2408.

If you ever got a great
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Eastgate

he worked last summer.
Awards are nothing new to
Wagoner. He is a dean's list
student and has won scholarships
from
the
Angus
Association and the American
Society of Animal Science. Last
year Wagoner won the Herb
Oetjen Memorial Award as the
outstanding
junior
in
agriculture.
Wagoner has served on the
school's Agriculture Student
Advisory Council, is a membf:r
of the Ra Ribbon society. and
was selected ~ outstanding
member of the Block and Bridle
Club. In 1979 he was a member
of the SIU-C livestock judging
team.
Wagoner
\\'as
named
recipient of t11P hl.uucia
C'la) puui Memorial Serv1ce
Award by the Alpha Gamma
Rho Alumni Association. He bas
served as an officer in the InterGreek Council and as a student
~;enator proxy in the Undergraduate Student
Organization.

Tues-Frt

8:30-S
:.
Sot. 8:30-..J~

~~~=~··
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SLICE OP PIZZA
DINNIR SALAD AND
A SMALL SOn DRIIIK
FOR LUNCH.

$1.99
For Lunch Only
Mon-Fri

llC'.m.- 2p.m.

The 1980-81 Elections
for the Black Affairs Council are as follows:
Three executive offices:
Two executive offices:

coordinator
assistant coordinator
controller
Editor
assistant editor

The deadline for applications is
Friday, Aprilll, 1980 5:00pm
Please submit appiication to: B!ack Affairs Council Office
3rd floor Student C'!nter
~'he:'~ 453-2226 or 2:1

I.

)

'King of Sting' teaches other cops
undercover tricks to solve crimes
ME~PHIS, Tenn. IAPl Standing 6-foot-J, weighing 240
pounds an~ speaking in a bornm-Memphls ~awl. police Lt.
=ur!alley 1s anything but

strike force was established
Talley and t.is band have ru~
about a_dDZell storefront or sting
operations,
where
they
ma~quersde as
criminals
buym(l st.>Ien property.
Yet Talley's specialty is
pte1r 'covers" have included
underc~ver work-he is, indeed
th~. "~mg or Sting...
• a.JeW~ry st~. a_Ia~p shop, a
naghtdub
In fW1SSISSipp1, a
He s.. alm~st our secret
fP:OC~:ry store m ArkanSCis, a
w_eapon, Pohce Director E.
Wig
shop
i~
midtown Memphis.
Wmslow Chapman said. "I sav
Re(:ov~ry f1gures vary between
almost because it's kind or hard
SIO
mdbon
and
SIS million in
to keep him ~ secret-you can
merchandise, most of which is
I~ at h1m and see why ...
returned
to
the
owne!'S.
Smce 1972, Talley ha!<
, "The Justice Departme·•t !>as
tra~·eled flll loan to the v s
t:'ld , !;Urveys run through
Justice Department as a ron:
pr1valc ~orporations that show
sultant to 98 communities He
for every dc.Uar spent on these
leaches law enforcemt>nl. ofoperations, w~ get a s19
ficers the techniques or unrPturn."
Talley sait.l.
dercover operations and helps
!alley's expertise has helped
1"""m set. up organized crime
brmg
close
to Sl million in
stnke umts.
federal Law Enforcement
Back_ home, Talley is
Assistance
Administration
operall_ons officer of the
grants to Memphis. The unit
Memphis undercover unit-15
currently
is
operatmg
on an 18u~rthodo" male and female
month ·grant of $.150.000 to
pohce officers. Jeans. flannel
$400,000.
sh1rts. wool caps. long hair,
. But such gra~:s may
beards, mus~aches and afros
disappear if President Carter's
are the norm. Their offices are
proposed
budget cuts are apadorned with pcl6ters of rock
prov~ later this year. The
f":r.os!~d their relationships a~mamstration proposal would
VIrtually eliminate the 12-yearIn the eight years since the
old LEAA and such LEAA-

Spin baiMce 4

Wheel weights
extra

~ateelrtm.

\form01o•cor'S 1

t*ls:a~a

A

viC KOENIG
tCi1 CHEVROLET
ll'mllinud

1Me E. Main S2t-1... tt7-M7t ·Corbonclale
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Spring
Wellness Week

~--and more money-for

the1r clerical, blue and "pink"
collar jobs.
1be star is Linda Lavin, or
CBS's "Alice" to the milliona

April7-12

who 11ee her each week as a
waitress iD Mel's Diner.
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GDIIRAI.IIOI'ORS Min'S DIVJ!alON

NEW YORK I AP) - With
su-~"lOI't from a TV star and Ms.
Mdgazine, "invisible women''
may be demanding more

• thl"o ~~

only

$13.95

with new backing

~.

$15.95

Adlust camber,
caster, and t.,.ln.
Front End Check «MMditlon of
Alignment front suspension.
· Free automatic
corwash with
either cou.,on.
offer good now thru 4- 15-80

'In risible women'
ma.l· demand more

Ms. Lavin is a new member of
the National Commission on
Working Wome11, a group which
combats the problems of
working women-especially the
80 percent holding low-paid.
low-status jobs, like "Alice."
"Alice" also awars on the
.:urrent cover of "Ms."
magazine, which was released
at a news conference Monday.
The issue includes a report on
women holding clerical jobs.
skilled and union trade jobs.
and "pink collar" jobs such as
waitresses and household
workers.
When she learned that ''80
~reenters" identify more with
Ali::e than any woman por·
tnyed on TV. Ms. Lavin said at
a news conference, "I bec::::ome
aware that bv television f t had
the means
reach 010L ..
"In the 19'708, we focused on
the 20 percent. the women who
were doing well in their jobs,"
said Ms. Editor Gloria
Steinem. Tile 13tDI, abe said,
will aee feminists focus reforms
,_ the ., percent.

only
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Author says workers' input
becessary for meaningful jobs
By Mary Harm•
S&aff Writer
Persoroal experience iF a~ the
heart of every writer's ViiOrk. It
was for Ron Ma·~:: in hlS
studies as a graduate stu.ient at
tm Unive!'Sity of Iowa and is
stiU today in his two b<>oks that
will be published ne~i year by
the SIU University Press.
"Participatory and Workplace Democracy." and its
companion
book.
"The
Feasibility of Workplace
Democracy in the United
States," are the results of
Mason s "l!!'!y belief that
society mighl be 2 very dif·
ferent place if workers were
able to participate in the policymaking of thetr workplace. For
work. said Mason, is basic to
one's life.
"Work is the major way we
are creative. It is how we define
ourselves and one of the ways
we extend ourselves •n the
world.
"But. worlr ran be none of
these thin~s if 11 is removed
from the control of the worker
and tumE'd into meaningless
and monotonous drudge.-y."
Mason said.
··u cannot be meaningful
unless workers participate in
the decisions Viihich relate to
work."
Mason. who is now an
assistant professor in political

Raa Ma1•

~Jf~::~e lc;,!r!:O e.;~ !~~

drudgery. He remained sympathetic, he said. to the impact
these differences may have on
one's life.
Mason was born into a
Baltimore, Md., working~lass
environment. His father worked
in a factory. as did Mason for a
time. Eventually, though. his
father pooled his assets and
moved his family to the
Baltimore city outskirt:.. The
suburbs proved a better environment
and.
though
educationally disadvantaged,
Mason enrolled in college.
His interest was in English
literature. but his potential was
recognized by a pol\tical

scientist. Encouraged by the
teacher's support, Mason undertook the study of democracy
and politics, a ster he attributes
to that initial recognition.
Democracy and politics are
still Masmt" s field of study, but
it is their isolation from ooe's
work-a-day life that conCtmlS
him today. Democracy, the art
of making those rules, is an art
in which too few people take
part. he said.
"In a wa:v. I am trying to
bring back 2 sense of politics as
being intimate to life and not
just to formal government," he
said. That. he thinks. begins in
tbf! workplace and it depends on
recognizing each worker's
value to that workplace.
Politics. making the rules,
imbues the workplace. he said.
Those rules affect one's feelings
about his work. and work affects one's feelings about his
life.
"If I could ask any student
about his summer work expenmces. he or she would
understand quickly what I
mean. It rings true.
"li workers are not allowed to
participate and if work is
peiverted into labor, then
work'"~"S will cope with the bad
situatioo in any way they can,"
he Sclid.
Such adaptive behaviors, he
cc·.u..e.~

.. P•J• 111

NOTICE
Public Notice is here by given that on March
19th, A.D. 1980, a certificate was filed in the office
of the County Clerk of Jackson County, Illinois, 5etting forth the names and post office addresses of all
of the persons owning, conducting and transacting
the business known O$ l,ternational Fashion.
located at 306 S. Ill. Ave .. Carbondale. Ill. 62901.
20th day of March. A.D. 1980
Robert B. Harrel. County Clerk

Nl Y ONE COUPON PER ORDE

The Whole Health Film Festlvt~l
w.~.

Son of Sam criticizes publicity, TJ7
BUFFALO. :-.1 Y tAPI David Berkowitz. New York
f'ity's Son of Sam killer. says
it's almost imposs•ble for him to
"feel guilt and :-emorse" for his
crimes while television and the
movies glorify mass killings
and reduce "victims to mue
objects."

In a letter to The Buffalo
News from a maximum
security cell in Albea state
pnson. Berkowitz warned that
publicity could spark more
mass murders. The l~tter was
reported in a copyright story in
tht>. newspaper's
Sunday
t'dltJons.

.. SociE-ty will have to contend

with plenty of Son of Sam's <sic I
in the futtm-," Berkowitz wrote.
"Why'? Because any individual
with de3th and destruction on
his mind will always be
guaranteed plenty of publicity
... wnen ne turns to anti-social
acts for recognition or whatever
•·'se."
Be!'ilowitz wrote in res~nse
to a local columnist's criticism
of an ABC-TV movie. "City in
Fear." which portrayed a
reporter's coverage of a
psychopathic killer.
Berkowitz pleaded guilty in
1978 to killing six women with a
.#-caliber revolv~r in a 1976-77
spree in New York City .

Apr. tna..l:15pm/6:30pm-10:4Spm

Student Center Auditorium
1st
Showing

11om
11 :35om
!2:35pm
1:1 Spm

Berkowitz said be felt guillf.
for his c:rimes, but ·• ... tt
becomes difficult. if not impossible, to feel guilt and
remorse when people from the
entertainment industry ilre
always trying to exploit my
crimes by making them seem
thrilling and exciting while at
the same time reducing the
victims to mere objecUI.

1:.C5pm
2:1 Spm

2nd
Showing

6:30pm
7:05pm
8:05pm

B:.CSpm
9:15pm
9:.C5pm

2:.C5pm 10:1Spm

" ... Only two years ago they
were screaming for my blood
and demanding my ev~.-tion.
Now these same parents wiD be
sendin~ their children off to see
the coming ·s,·n of Sam •
movie.''

Sponsorecl by
Student Wellness Resource C.-nter
ond
SPC Lectures

FL \"ISG FINE ARTS

AIR FORCE ACADEMY,
Colo. <AP l - Future Air Force
officers should enroll in more
fine arts, social studies and
other elective courses, say.~ a ·
panel studying the U.S. Air
Force Academy.
The panel. called the 25th
Anniversary Review Group,
was named in November by
Sen. Gary Hart. D-Colo., head of
the academy's Board of
Yisitors. Final approval of the
1ts recommendations rests with
Gen. Uw Allen. Air Force ctuef
of staff.

r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~

i

Dirt Dike
1 Corner
1

rl)

•

I
I
I

ldJI~II
I
I [fat~

II
I1

I

Street Bikes, Dirt
Bikes I! Go Carts

..

See Bill Vaugn
DeSoto

..1.m2

I

I1
I

I

~..................................
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T.J. McFiy's Declaration for Spring
... Because we want you to party with us,
for the remainder of this semester:
I.

DRAFTS WILL ALWAYS BE 50¢ OR LESS

II. SPEEORAIL.i WILL ALWAYS BE $1.00 OR LESS
Ill. OUR BEER GARDEN & GAME ROOM WILL OPEN
AT 3 PM TUES-SAT (Serving you inside in bod weather)
IV. OUR LARGE BAR WILL OPEN AT 8 PM TUES-SAT
JOIN US FOR A GOOD TIME AT REASONABLE PRICeS

J:::r

315 S. Illinois
529-32J7

THIS WEEK AT McFLY'S:

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

254 Drafts
All Night long
No cover

VISiON- DR. BOMBAY ALL-STARS

FULL SWING AHEAD
10¢ Drafts

SC• Drafts
1.00 Cover

2.00cover

FRipAX & SA TURD A X NIGHT

HAPPY HOUI!tS TUES- SAT

HURRICANE RUTH

3-8PM
254 Drafts
$1.50 Pitchers
No Cover

BAND

FBOM

BOREN'S

with the
Personal
Touch

BLUE BELL

CHIQUITA

SLICED

BANANAS

BACON

3 lbs. $1°0

PEPSI-COLA
12oz. pkg.

8 pk $1 39

$119

+DEP.

16 oz. btls.

USDA INSPECTED

WHOLE FRYERS

DEL MONTE CATSUP

47~

~~z~tl.i

I
I

LB.

DELMONTE
GOLDEN CORN

3/894

'

IGA

.

POR1tLOiNs
U-17 lb. Avg

LARGE
EGGS

17oz.cans

IGA TABLERITE WHOLE

fE)

GRADE A

CREAM SnLE OR WHOLE KERNEL
'

97

<

69«;

LB.

IGA TABLERITE -QUARTER LOIN

(EJPORKCHOPS

•1:.

DOZEN

W~LL

B

IGA

MAKE
YOUR
DAY

LRIIS PAll
VtlUCI.All

•altl Sntm

c•llr.MIIDALE
,........

ClncMIIDAL£
,_ .. u..,

---k
........ ---....
-.

SALE EFFECTIVE SUNDAY THRU SATURDAY

1620 WEST

-.""'
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Older_ folk~ to sample hiking,
catnping at Toucl1 of Nature
By University News Serv~•

Maybe you can't imagine
your 60- or 70-year-old grandparents or their friends going
camping, complete with
~~~,~~sl~g:a:.nd tents, but
A weelr-long camping excursion April 13-19 at SIU-C's
6.500-acre Touch of Nature
Environmental Center is just
one of the items Shisler thinks
migh( fit into the plans of
partic:pants in the 1980
ELDEI-!!-IOSTEL season in
Illinois.
Shisler is statewide coordinator
for
Illinois'
ELDERHOSTEL programs. He
thinks SIU-C's camping excursion offers an excellent
chance for older people to
sample the out-of~oors. either
a little at a time or in larger

bites. The camping excursion
features life in rustic cabins or a

~~ !~=esun'!ft1~r!'f~

ELDERHOSTEL sessions
anywhere in the country this
summer is set «.1 a maximum of
S130 a week, except for special
sessions which may be more
expensive.
Last summer wa~ the first
session of ELDERf.OSTEL in
Illinois, when courses were
offered at nine campuses across
the state. The idea got its start

classes in lifestyling, outdoor
photography. plant identification and foraging, as well
as an intensh·e dose of camping
instruction. Hostelers who wish
to can sample caving. hiking,
l'ar.oeing, fishing and folk
dancing.
ELDERHOSTEL
is
a Hampshire and now incloces
in 1974 at
the 300
University
of New
nationwide
iletwork
of rurre
l':lan
colleges
and
ccooperating colleges and univtm~ities in aU 50 states and
universities patterned loosely two Canadian provinces.
after tlle youth hostels scattered
A minimum of 25 persons
across Europe. The system is have to register for the spri:£
designed so older persons can
"hostel" economically from one ~~~fei~~~ion to be offer .
campus to another right across
Slti-C will offer two other
the country, taking week-long ELDERHOSTEL sessions later
mini-classes at each stop.
!("onlinuftl on Pagr Zll
Room. board and tuition for

Forestry seeks fifteenth instructor
By Murray :\lfonl
S&adent Writer

The Forestry Department is
planning to add a trtteenth
faculty member by January
1981 in response to an accredi ta lion review conducted in
early February by the Society
of Americ&n Foresters, Howard
Spalts, chairman of the
department. said.
In February. the SAF committee cited the need for an
inc.reased concentration in the
areas of disease and insects,
wood harvesting and wood
utilization. Also. the need for a
better definitiOD of long- and
short-term aoalst increa<~t'd

:2:~!~.t~r~or:~ oft~~

time students to faculty and
additional focus and direction in
researdJ was cited.

.,J:~tsis in•~'!,di~e la~.1:e::

number one priority in terms of
courses and staff and we would
certainly hope that we would be
able to hire someone by
January 1981."
Spalts said that by P.dding
faculty member in the field of
pathology and entomology, the
Forestry Department would
then be able to shift the instructional lootf to areas such as
~:fJ:"ti~ting and wood
Spalts said the problem with
developing a timber harvesting
program has been that there
are not many good timber
harvesting
activities
in
Southern Illinois to show the
students.
"You can't just live the
11tudents a book and have them
~.it ~ and learn ~o b~rvest
__ •• ,..r,
SpaJta Aid. 'They
have lD see it. But the com-

mittee said we have to teach it,
the field of pathology and en- so we are going to have to adtomology. which deals with tree dress that, probably by hiring a
diseases and tree insects. The specialist or retraining one of
next priority is timber har- our own people to offer the
course.••
vesting and wood utilization.
'"They Hhe SAF committee)
Spalts said if they were to hire
think we should go out and hire a second person it would
a person especiallv for this probably be by faD of 1981.
field.·· Spalts said. ~'That's the
"U we were to hire a sixtc;;nth ·

Page.l4, J>aily ~ ...~Prj.&:'-•. 19110, :

person in the area of wood
science, then we would have
much more strength to
redistribute the course loads
and more free time for someone
to build the wood harvesting
capabilities." Spalts said.
Spalts said another ~.!JSon
courses in wood harvesting
have not been offered before
was that the deparbnent has
concentrated more on the public
sector, in areas such as
recreation and reclamation.
"Harvesting was not that
important to our ~ctu:ates ~
we saw it," Spalts sard. 'That s
the way it had been until the
SAF came looking at it from a
national point of view and felt
this wac a def"lciency."
Another shortcoming, ac-

:::::J ~~~=r::r::c~:.:;

short-tenn goals.
SpaJts said the R08ls of the
CC•IJaHd -
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Tax Assistance Program Offered
Members of Beta Alpha Psi, the honorary
accounting fraternity, are sponsoring a tax
assistance pr~gram. Members will be avoilable ---Wecl, 7_9 Apr. 10, from 1Oam-2pm
~nV~~r
to help and assist individuals in preparing
income tax returns, und will also have most
required forms and instruction booklets.

~=======================;
Swing Into Spring
~-~Tennis Tourney

.;s

~

atthe

~-~Court Club
All proceeds will go to the Memorial
Hospital of Carbondale Intensive Core Unit
Men's Division
A Flight- Singles and Doubles
8 Flight- Singles and Doubl~·s
Women's Division
A Flight- Singles and Doubles
8 ~light - Singles ond Doubles

Mlxecl Doultl. .
One Flight Only
Entry Fee: Singles S 10.00
Doubles $8.50 per person
Trophies will be awarded for 1st and 2nd
place in each Flight. Trophy for consolation.

Coffee

•

Don:.~ts

• Soft Drinks

Matches will begin Frlclay 6:00pm
Entry Deaclllnels Wed. Apr .. 9th
Pick up your application at the

0

c.utCialt 457-6785

fiActivities
S1 Bounce
53 Stallion
5 Lay -ay
55 Proh1btt
56 Bord
tO Steel g~rder
14 Medley
6 t T1t1e
15 L1ke seaweed 62 FOOhsll
16 Constetta!lon 64 USSR City
17 Wrote
65 Shade-g~~ters
WI'Ongly
66 Celebration
19 Debacle
67 Stance
20 Bare
68 Alghan1~1an
2 t Like· Suffix
c•ty
22 Aston•~
69 Hot hard
23Signed
25 Acknowledge DOWN
26 Stanch
30 ContunctiOn
• s.,.., 81 ~:
31 Makes<'Yer
2 G~rt's name
34 Lunacy
3 Shred
36 BoadiCea·s
~ Fa"
people
S Bnt1s11 Col38 Exctama11on
umb1a nver
39 Oversight:
6 Distant: Pre3 words
hx
42 - rule·
7 Ike. 1n 1945
USUally
2 W')rdS
43 Ftencl1 dairy
8 Disburse
product
9 - Park
44 On edge
10 S Pac •stand
45 Torn
11 Burnt umber
47 My: Fr
2 words
49 "',;...,1: Suffix 12 Ma1ar1a
50 Youngster
13 Sp011s
ACROSS
1 Tools

SIU Skydivers. recruitment
drive, 7:30p.m .• Ballroom A.
IPIRG. meeting. 7 p.m.,
Renaissance Room.
SIV Newcomers group. Fashion
Sh<1w. 7:30 p.m .. University
House.
Student
Theater
Guild,
meeting. 6 p.m.. Iroquois
Room.
Sigma t::hi Alpha, meeting, 7:30
p.m .. .o\ctivity Room A.
Muslim Student Organization.
meeting, noon. Activity Roo.'11

UNITED Feature Syrw11cate

Friday's Puzzlll &. ,Jed
OIITA ...
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POLl
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18 Press un1t
24 Culler
25 Rhymer
26 Daub
J7 Foot bones
l8 Delights
29 "0 Sole - ..
31 Black blld
J2 Them there
J3 SO'.>nder
35 CuNed
37 Asnm ruler:
var.
40 Army deot.

a

II

t

0

I "
l I I T
L I •II I "

~~itft~v1t~t:~~

I

. . MONDAY-SMALL SPAGHEnl & SALAD $2.20 , :
TUESDAY -BEEF SANDWICH & SALAD S2.20
EDNESDAY-SMALL CHILl MAC& SALAD S2.20,;l

'it.:.

HURSDA Y-SMALL SPAGHETTI & SALAD S2.20
NOW SERVING
NEW HOURS
BREAKFAST
7AM-12AM MON-FRI;}:
7-10:30AM
7AM-3AMFRI-SAT ~

..-l

,
•

B.

I! C·O"L I
S. I II I I

405 S. WASHINGTON

Southern 11linois Roadrunners.
meeting, 7 p.m .. Activity
Room B.
Shawnee Mountameers.
meeting. 7 p.m .. Activity
Room C.
BAC, meeting 5 p.m .. Activity
Room D.
Delta Tau. meeting. 7:30 p.m ..
Activity Room D.
Blood Drive. 8 p.m .. Ballroom

41 His· Fr
460ar
48 Most pa.nlul
51 Fram...ork
52 Chart
53 Mud
54 Bud: Sp
55 Tub
57 Labels
58 Eur. lan-

~

.

!!C9~il

Maranatha M:nistries. meeting.
~uJ:i~um~tudent Center
Student CentP.r Art Competition. 7 p.m.. Student
Center Gallery Lounge.
Recreation Club. meeting. 7
p.m .. Ohio Room.
Student Government. meeting.
'

457-6559

-,.;;.~.

D.

guage
59 TISSUe: Anal.
60 Cheese
63 Meadow

I·

DAILy
SPE!:IALS:
(11•-tnlllnl8ht)

·

w~~C9

Reunited for two special evenings:
The Award Winning

Jazz Fusion

0

B~~k~·in~~~~ ?n R=~ess.

meeting, 7 p.m .. Mackinaw
Room.
Art Student League. meeting, 6
p.m .• Missouri Room.
Student Environmental Center,
meeting. 7:30 p.m., Missouri
Room.
l110pin Lives Recital, 8 p.m.,
Shryock Auditorium.

featuring:
Gus Pappelis
Keyboards
Angus Thomas
Bass
John Zurek
Drums
611

s_ Illinois

Hea~h8ews

awn, Stretch And Pop A Palra In The Back!
• ., Dtl. ROY S. WHITE

Doctor of Chlropnldlc
What does it meon when
tokes progressively less
yo..• yown or stretch and
ond leu effort for the rib
suddenly get o sharp poin
to pop out ogoin.

Pl..
.

I

in The
the bock?
With eoch
of th.in
e
crick or
popped
r;b incident
the nerves
catch, or coli it
the oftected oreo become
what you like
·
overextended to the JX>' ~t
is a donger
that a virus attock follows.
signal not to
i.,.. Pimples then rise over
be ignored.
\ ·
f.: -;::_ these
affected
areas
What hop.
' ·.' causing a severe itching
pens is that
accomponied by. severe
the person is experiencil"9
poin.
o rib popping out oi
Incidentally this is nat o
position.
night-morish condition that
Usually the individual
affects only on unfortunate
can work it bock into place
f-. It is o common. most
by doubling up and pulling
poinful
condition
that
his arms crossways across
requires correction at the
his body. However. it's o
sbut"ce of the difficulty ...
surefire indication that the
that misaligned vertebra.
individual has displaced
And the person who
vertebrae in his upper
believes he con always
bock.
self-correct a popped rib is
And it is ;z somber poran a one-way street to
tent of things to c - .
serious difficulty.
The most common of the
Remember. as the w1se
complicationS of a ~ing
man once said. "o little
rib are neuritis and
a-ning is a donprous
neuralgia. The popping rib
thing.- It'~ enough that the
can also cause bursitis.
person read the danger
And of the most
signal properly and seek
lef'ious complications is
immediate care of a pot~
shingles.
tiolly serious P~...
Consider shingles, for
ex~;!: __ uni.s a rib
DoYG8 ...... .....,_,
pop!! ·out ... un:eM the
I
miialiilnecl vertebra is
Wrl~or or cal ...
corrected .•. it will most
Oft. ROY S. WHITE
surely happen again. Each
c/o~ . (611t
~rronce ~ons the . . . CW.-.prectlc CAllie •lf-1'111
. -.de. stnldure ...... il. .....~.-_1-,_...~

...... ,..

GRACO
INVITES
....__.. . . . . . . . . who ............

....._ • ....._.....,_In _,_nlall
....__.... ..ct-lall .......
, .........~.....__.. . . .twla.......

.MecMnlca or.....__.., tech-'OD·

Mill' OUR CAMPUS ....aENTA11VI
tHUIISDA Y. 4/11/11
IN THE PLACEMENT OfFICE

,

WI OffER THE FOLLOWING:
• A tremendous amount of. car-r QO'lwth
potential I~~ J?!cle-.:iG~.al environment.
• A challenging and exciting place full of
talented people.
• A chance to develon ... ;'ne fullest of your
1',...._1--tl-...

__,..-unes.

- ... •V

.

..

• An immediate Oflt)Offvnity to tak• respons.•bility and show initiative right from the
start.
• /loA aggressive organi:r-tion which so for has
met all individual's timetable b
advancement.

I

I

ORACO

........ . .
(J ..........,......,..
............

-

GRACOINC.

, _ ..... _ . . . .It

(112tiM-J2110

,...

Graduate student cites need
for local party participation

lntrunmrnl ~l"'rt ..
nndtlw
~II t:~•·li11,: Uuh

"l""'..c'r

\1•·•1 .. & 'l>umt·n·,.
CYCLING RACES flu ··•mjmu-tiun "ith tlw

because many candidates don"t
rely on the party for ela:toral
success," she said. "They
obtain money directly instead of
it being channelled into the
party. This mea:15 there is
nothing to link the candidate to
the party.
"Also. candidates don't need
the l~al party to gain
recognition. 1'hroogh the mass
media a candidate can reach
the public without dealing with
the party. This hurts the party."
Brown sa:d the party has the
potential to be strenfthened at

By Jeffrey Smyth
Shiff Writer

Throughout history, the
Democratic Party's national
convention has been a stage for
bitter debates between party
leaders over the drafting of a
platform. chai..cmges of the
party's deletlate selection, alll.t
delegate wa1kouts over party
decisions.
In an effort to alleviate interparty squabbling, the Democrat
Party organized a Mid-Term
Conference, which is now held
two years before and two years
after presidential elections.
Delegates and party leaders
meet to discuss problems the
party has been having and try to
res9lve them before the
national convention.
An outgrowth of the MidTerm Conference was the
!ormation of a Platform Advisory Committee made up of
five people from across the
nation who investigate the
party's problems and present
their findings to party leaders
prior to the convention.
Barb Brown, a grauuate
student in political science at
SIU-C, attended the Mid-Term
Conference and was elected to
serve on the advisorv committee.
Members of the committee
keep m touch with each other
through telephone calls and
letters, Brown said. They have
met as a group only once-in
San Antonio. Teus-to discuss
the weaknt"SseS of the party.
A delegate to the 1980 national
ronvention from the 24th
Congressional District. Brown
said her primary concern is the
party's structural aspects. She

t :urhntu~nl•· l"rinut• ••rut

Sunday, April 13. 1980 · 1:.~0 pm
t:ll1iiiU.t:; ,\11 Sll f: Studt•nt" nnd t"m·/Stnff "ith tc:IO
SHt: l !04* ( :nnf,..

COUIIH: Approx. 5 mil• (course map available
at SRC Information o..lc)
REQUIREMENTS: Any speed bicycle, 2 worldng
brak• & handle ban (. .fety check at race)
I' •a
ar helmet with chin dnlp ............. (none
available from IM)

~~ g~~~t ~ l;~~~iraint:~!

Barb Brown
said the party has been
weakened at the local level
because it has fewer "favors"
to offer new members.·
"The local party no longer
hu resources available to
encourage participation." says
Brown. who is also the chairwoman for the Randolph County
Democrats. "Patronage jobs
used to be a big drawing card
but that has all been dried up
~·.i~ little or nothing to replace
In addition. Brown said,
because presidential campaigns are publicly funded with
money going directly to the
candidate's organilation.
candidates no longer have to
use local party organizations to
help generate funds.
"Public
funding
of
presidential campaigns is a nail
m the coffin for the party

Democratic
Party
holds
workshops at the precinct level
to encourage participation.
·'I thinj( party leaders should
provitfe other incentives besides
patronage jobs to attract
people,·· Brown said. "The
general conception of both
parties among the public is
negative. If leaders would
encourage the practice of
portraying the parties as
positive-as in Florida where a
film strip is circulated in the
school systems showing young
people the good roles that
parties play-it would be a plus
for both parties. In some states,
parties are working together to
accomplish this."
Brown said the state
Democratic party wants to
remain independent from the
national concerning delegate
selection and other party rules,
but the national party could
help .he state and itself by
providing the resources to
change the public's attitude
toward the party 'nd thus help
the national organization.

ENTRIES DUE: REGISTER AT SRC Information Desk
until S:tl pm. FrWay Aprll11 ar lwlng ID/Fee Statementor u.. Card to Race Site on Sunday.

Tuesday Night

5:30-8:30 p.m.

~~-----------..
BRING THE FAMILy
'•

Sting king fights crime 11ndercover
c("lllllinuN rrom

Pag~
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?"alley·s
professional
philosophy keeps him steady
under pressure.
. .. You have to separate your
Job from your emotions:· he
sa1d. ..1 feel that J"m not as
smart as a lot of the organized
crime figures, but I do have one
thing on my side. That's time. If
I don't catch them today, I'll
catch them tomorrow.
"They don't have time. Time
is again,.;t the criminal because
he knows t'"11t with time he's
susceptiole to making mistakes.

And I'm looking for that
mistake."
Patience also has been an
asset for Talley ·s wife of 28
years. Mrldred. They were high
school sweethearts .
"I can't let myself worry,"
Mrs. Talley said. "I just make
up my mind I can't worry about
it. In a way. I'm glad he doesn't
tell me everything that goes on.
He keeps a lot to himself. He
g~~ a lot more out of people by
d~b~' back and playing
Still, she said being married
-to a police officer who is

I
I ..._

"practically
a
national
resource.. hasn't been easy.
.. You sit home a lot by
yourself," she explained. "You
make your own way, find things
to do by vourself. It helps
kn~ing John's a very good
policeman because he loves it
because he's always wanted to
00 ri!Utt."
Tailey described his attitude
t~ard his work another way:
'.1 .get up _every morning
eni.oymg y job as a police
Ohit".!l". Its very seldom a
~ets to do a job he really

=·

\

_________..,J
ANDENJOY
ALL THE PIZZA &
SALAD YOU CAN EATI

•

I
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CARBONDALE .... 4~7-33~1 HERRIN

p

.. 942 3124

.WUT fRANKFORT. 932 3113 MURPHYSBBRO 6873414

1Woths to be monitoretl u·itl1 sPx tra11s
URBANA, Ill. 1 AP l Scie:tists at the University of
Illinois hope to use the sexual
appetite of the cutworm moth to
trap the insect and help farmers
protect their com.
The black cutworm moth
a~ves in Illinois early in the
spnng. and the worm which
evolves can cause serious
damage to Illinois" No. 1 crop.

111111

i::.

5145.
Carbondale
457-3513

The American Tap

Researchers are scattering
small traps that smell like
female cutworm moths across
the state.
"We can't predict them. but
we can try to monitor them so
we can evaluate potential
prob.lems before they occur."
Kev1n Steffey. a universitv
entomologist, said.
-

•.4
~~~4
11
'"'llt'lt !'J~}

Miller 6pk. btls.
Bud 12 pk. cons
Inglenook 3l.

Win$50.00

Cash
Tonight

Hours:

~::iw··~
h

.....

1.99
4.29
4.45

(Novalle burgandy and Novafle
rose)
•

Happy Hour

EgyptiAn, April 8. .1980

I

11:30-8
35t Drafts
•. 7~C Spe.ectrails
~
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ut~~r say~

workers' input needed

CC•Iill•ed r..-. Pate Ul

"It could mean a massive
change in the quality of life for
many Americans, a real
alteration in who gets what,
when and how," he said.
·
More governmental response
is not the reason to encourage
worker participation, Mason
said. "Workplace democracy is
as much 'democracy' as is
democracy in government. It is
just as rightly an end in itself."
"Gentlemen· s work" ... the
ancient Greeks did not even

and ,

said, include being tardy
absent often or working under
the influence of alcohd and
drugs.
Today's efforts at worker
involvement, the suggestion box
or a profit-sharing program.
~d~ l_•ttle to worker partiCJpation. Mason said. True
worker participation ranges
anywhere from one's setting his
own production levels to worker
ownership and control of the
workplace, depending on the
type it is, he said.
Worker participation. as it is
encouraged and practiced in ·~te
workplace, may create a rippleeffect throughout socit'ty, with
benefits for one's working life
and personal life. An increased
life _span, stronger family
relatiOns and greater marriage
are related to more job involvement, he said.
As one is aUowed to participate in his work en";ronment, he may also learn to
partil.ipate in other areas of his
life, including his community
and the government. he said.

have a word for it in their
vocabulary. Slaves, craftsmen.
farmers and freemen worked
but gentlemen did not. Gen:
tlemen were either "participants" or they were "nonparticipants." and the Greeks
certainly had a word for the
latter. Mason said. The word
"idiot." as it is known in the
English language. is derived
from the Greek word "idion ..
which relates to the no~
participant.

....... • Doctor!"
(Chiropractic)
CHIROPRACTIC
INFORMATION
BUREAU

th~ t~~m~~!: :rof~:a~rr:

students, those carrying at least
12 houn, to faculty should be
lowered. Spalts said that the
ratio would drop because the
enroUntent in the department
has been dropping arid is expected \o fall again before fall
semester.
Spalts said that there are also
manuscripts pending which
couJd be published before October, when the SAF committee
will check on the progress of the
department.
Spalts said the total effect of
the changes would be to increase the quality of instruction
aud would also increase the
proportioo of studeuts who
would obtain employment.

Full
Swing Ahead -1--

$2.00 Pitchers

++++++++++

<:Are you tired of those of
yard sale blues ?
Then pack up your 'troubles' b&
head for the.
Gf'lea ~arket"

Personal Consultation

At: Southern Illinois University
Parktng Lot Number .ot.t

CALL 549·6313

for df'partmf'nt
•t'•dll•ed ,.,.. Pase •••
deparbnent are in the area of
teaching research and services
and that they have been
redefined and are currently
being polished by the departmmt's policy committee.
"The goal in the department
of instructional services is to
train highly competent people
for t!'.e varied professional
careers in forestry with public
and private agencies," Spalts
said. "Now we are fleshing that
out much more definitely."
In the a ea of increased expenditures other than salaries,
Spalts said. the deparbnf:nt
currently spends 96 percent of
the money it gets from the state
on faculty salaries and
graduate assistantships. Tile
remaining 4 percent is used for
other expenditures such as
tra\·el, buying books and contractual serVIces for main·
tenance.
Spalts said, "What they're
sayi'lg is that we should have
money for wages in student
help,
ordinal
reviews,
telecommunications and otlter
things along these lines."

tonight

~pring GBenefit

•Information
•Referrals
•Emergencies

Forestry sePks
nPW instructor

++++++

f01 Rec.,..ded Chir-toc Mfttoge

D Ia ~:!:!!£!NUMBER

GIIACKI'AIN
G2Wt411'1.ASH
G:lART>tlllfiS
G4HEADACHES

G5WH'ICHIROPRACJIC,
G6NECK. SHOUlDER. ARM I'AIN
G7lOW lACK & lEG PAIN
GINERVOUSNESS & fENSION

YATI & GIIOUP HEALtH INSURANCE PAYS
fOR CHIROPRACTIC CARE.

1.,, ____,r

·'~·-·

.,..,,.,,,...,, ....

-''~-l--IN

.,,,.,.,,, .1 . , __ _

Oro: Saturday, Aprill2, 1980
9AM to 5PM
PHONE:68.t-2337
From 12 to 5 PM. Apri I 7th- 11th
To Place Your Reservation

(reserved spaces $5, regular $7 )
All PROCEEDS FROM THIS EVENT WILL BE FORWARDED TO
TH£ S I U ATHLETIC DEPT

TYPEWRITERS, SCM ELEC·
TRICS, n~w and used. lrwia
typewrite!' Exchange. 1101 North

~~~a::.~~p~~rttr:·

PIONEER RECEIVER,
SPEAKERS, and iumtable, $500.
Color TV, Sl75. Wat~rbed, com·
~~~~60. 9x12 Oriental ~A.fl~

:£1:~~~ERANE 1~g..

~~~~~R~:Z:~~ uO::,lrr~

PASTURE FOR RENT fo.- I « 2
horses. can 549-4279 aftel' 6PM or
weekends.
4337 Ah128

APARTMENTS

PARAKEETS. TAMING AGE.

StU opprov..t IO<
•ophotnO<M ond up
eatunng
Eff•<•enc••s 21 3 bd
Spht l•vel opts
1th
Swimm•ng pool
Att cond•t•on•ng
Woll ro Woll <orpehng
Fully furn•sheod
Coble TV servic•
Mo•ntenanc• terv•ce
Charcoal 9"!11•
AN[IYET
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPIJ)
For intonnahOf' stop by·

=a~=llor::~~~~~~~~r·
42:0-lAhl'n

Cameras
~EI~he~~~. ~~';~ t~':

converter. good conditioo. Call 68434411 evelliJigS.
4363Aj 131

~h::~~E:c! ~rit ~~': Recreational Vehicles

drive to the laundromat; as low as

S7 .25 pel' week. 993-2652.

Bl412Ah29

25" COLOR CONSOLE TV, 17.50
per week buys il Call993-2652.

Motorcycles

B4411Af129

HOUSEHOLD FULL OF Furniture
and other items for sale. 13.000
BTU air cooditiooel', also 5,000. 20

CYCLE TECH

_....

~~~s~{a~~~

lapert wnrlce- oil
IIIOtoRyc.... ports&-

0\'EN,

TAPPAN MICROWAVE
S2!1t.OO. Call993-21661. 84410Af129

SpecJOI Spring Tun.up includes:

FOR SALf

Automotlv. .

CAMPER. CUSTOM BlHL T on
1964 Ford Econoline, good con·

r.!~~n :::~. f~:!::bl: clr~

~~red.

89J.4301

ni~~t~

7;o \i'F:~~~~~~:

~[eJ;_~· S21Jtl•. caU af~J:ra-1
l!rn PLA YMOR CAMPING trailer

Musical

LARGE 2 BEDROOM dupln:,

4391Ah29

··-·

HOME

MADE

Utility

Trailer, S115.oo. call549-5545.

,_
.........
f,..OIICho. . .

4376Ah31

~~~~~~~!:r~~--

Mt-0531

•

n..

Uti. llllnals Jott.st12
\ ocrot5 from th. trafn stahon

Electronics

YAMAHA XS400, street bike, sissy

78~1 aut A.C. with
76 Chevy Chevette 2dr ~14s
A.C.
77 Bobcat Wagon 4cyl out A.C.
"78 Chitvette 2dr 4cyl aut.
'76 Toyota Celico GT liftbock
4cyl out.
1MIE.M.In
Sft..214e

l

l

I

J.

~~J!:.f~(t~. ~i.~~xceiJent
4284Ac130

~U:n~~~ft!:.Nt.nl~~~E:.:
242-4769.

!i~~~~~i~ s\~00:, :;i~i

cellent conditoo, low mileage,
67.000, 964-1697.
4253A8128

1970SKVLARK. AC PB. PS. Good
~':.d~"b.fe~fc:;:. Mileage.
4136Aal27

dfel'. call549-0434 after s,::fA~iza

~~~rack, ahop=:~

~~~~~1s~!:Z:: •tocJ.i~

~"tt!~ m~:r;o: ~s~:

exceUent condition. 549-3092.
4389Ac129

Real Estate
1970 FORD FAIRLANE. Looks
bad. RUDI areat! sm. 45'7·2072.
4309Aal21

A

0

K.,.ten Autollecycl...
Corp.

Guaranteed
Recycletl Auto Parts
Foreign • Domestic
Fr- Ports locating • 5 States
N. New Era Rood Carbondale
457-0421
457-6319
1976 MERCURY

MONARCH;

:!·:l!J~il:~~s~r.:tir~o ~:

SWel' 453-3721.

4351Aal27

~=i~~YM.2WJ! ~r!tl!!· ~

1952 aflel' 5:30 p.m.

4329Aal27

g:_:,~~~~~· RU~i:;

kS:J.o ~<fi~~~_f~el' s;~::

~-:a~;:.,~a:~t!t~. 2
43i0Aa132

Shararwoocl Estates
Now selling 25 tracts olland
.4·8.8 acres. Build o home of
r drecrms in a ~I oreo
16 miles from S.I.U. off N Htghwoy 51, country living with
woods, cr~s or clearings.
Col: for more information:
03-7...
After 5pm

TUNI-UP IPICIAL

~fa.

ow.tAUIID

u.s.n"cAn

2 barrel corburotots
$J5
• bonell cartlurotots
$40
Floot Clftd dlolo• pull Cllh ntro.
Front
139 95

disc...,...,

DAVIS AUTO CIN1'III

c.-r CNelc
J4t.M7J

••• Jl

-'
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Mt-l4tJ

STEREO
EQUIPMENT:
DISCOUNTS on over 40 name
brands. Fr .'e set up service.
~.w!=:_oc::t~~~~ coo·

3TIOA&13l

Computers for:
•Education
•Scientific Use
•Statktics
Business
•Home and Personal
Uses
161(

.

,29-.yto.

~F~~e:cFca~t~~~

Mobile Homes

TECHNICS SA-700 RECEIVER
(~w-channeJI, Technics SL.Q2
f
rtz, direct drivel wilb XLJI
M 11 cartridge. Martin !Gamma

=fi~:1ilnl,s.~~o~~tAet~~

;n.ci&Z.=.
12x60

CONESTOGA.

~~~~~~s ~~: S:~
4242Ael27

4414Ag136

REPAIR

(across from the fYoin station)
BOZAK

CONCERT

Nowta ng
Summer & Fall
Contracts

for efficiencies, one
bdrm and two bdrm
apts. 3 blacks from
campus. No pets •.

GlennwniliinWiiantal
510 So. University
457-7M1
SUBLET SUMMER. YOURS for
Fall. Large 2 bedroom. Pets O.K.

~~-~,Wte!:lO:. ~~~:.,;est ol

:lJ~~~J}~=~~i:ti~n
plus air, Sl65 mouth. eau before

noon. 5&6523.

~Af!!Op~~Ul:a~ent

caD 457-827&.

428Ba 129

GRAND

NAKAMICHI 420 POWER ..;.m.

Ws:."oo.·~~u':ci 8!~e::rD~r~

BUY AND SELL used furniture

$450.oo. l81·2tlf.

:=~~Jlidel'w~~

~Agll2

Pets & Supplies.
~g~n:~F~.m'!liS:!:~

-·r

and b'_._ also ..._, and cat
~L-:-"' ~ DeCKIII8D Co., 20 N. 17tb S C
...
lh, ..... ~J.27•.

2M So. Lewis Lane
2-BEDROOM
APARTMENT.
furnished., available far summer

~;!~~~ per mon~~i~~~
CARBONDALE - 3 b~drooms
$345.011. No lease, unfurnished'
available May 15. Heat, water

W.~-1!~~~~~~~- 211
84345Bai44C

EHiclency Aportments
Summer and toll
lose to campus & shopping
urnished.
carpeted.
A.C.
oler and trash pick-up furn.
SOPHOMOitl APNOVED

Boyles 401 E Collepe 549-1719
81.Jir 4~ E. College 549-3076
logon Sil S. Logon 457-7403
Contoct
-noeer
an
pr-1-o.- coli

IENING '~RTY
MANA~!MtHT

205 E. Main, Carbondale
457-2134
W• ot'o hove a hmtted numbe-r of fur
n••hcod 1 bdrm op" located 310 W
510 W. .Valnut. 708 W
FrfHH'non o.,e phce ~' un•• 2 . .t oc:
<uP<Jn<r. 1 v• '""'• Call 457 1134 101
d ' •

CARTERVILLE
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENTS. Furnished
electric aJI!I lillbts .Paid. Natiiiil

~heat.

l.'J'o&sroad,

R~s::J

AV~ILABLESUMMERAND FalL

EffJcrencJes. 1 bedroom and 2

~~to cam~~~
GEORGUOWN APTS

far
4362Ag128

Miscellaneous

preferred. References and de·
posit required.

4261Ba127

~~&fa¥:!: f.!:>~'r~. seU

MOBILE HOME FOR Sale. l2x60
two bedrooms, utility roocn. !l9i
4301 nillbts. KeepTcyiDI.
4272Ael27

NOPDS
Now taking applicotior ~ for

College

4271Ba127

STERE

Autllo Hospital M .....S

~x~~~~~d~~~~:ct.'•l::

Dished. very clean. nice interior.
Must sell. Tee. 5-4&-3581. 4251Ae141

SWEDISH, ILLINOIS CONNEcrJON. fiitotte Video sbows,
8mm films, and other magazines
54Hi12 atlel' 2pm.
~IAIJlo

==k~:S.'~O::. ~

2011.

FURNISHED

wan to waD~ !A!P

r.~:it~~~o~~~r.:;ro

oWner/~-~~~~ cab:r.l~~~

3 BEDROOM TRAILER. central
11 water, ~'fafe•~

BEDROOM

AVAILABLE NOW FOR summel'
or fall, one and two bedroom
apartments. Also, 12xeo mobile

Pioneer surface.mouats. JlaJu!
olfel'. 457·2250.
4344Ag127

10X55, 2 BEDROOM, A-C. gas heah

549-6880',

Carbonct.le locatio:;. available
~~~: abllolu ~~

NAKAMICHI 500 CASSETTE

20ACRE FARM. Old4room house,
~~wooded. near Cedar Lake,

Summer and Fall. OJde. .>t\Jdenls

~t,

Apple II $11t5

~ .....

Weekdays or anytime weekends

1 and 2 bedroom apt.
close ta campus
starting Fall.
Call between ... sp.m.

8Go2Ba129

•

Summer Foil
Small Efficiency $150 $160
large Efficiency $160 $170
SmolllBdrm
withMiniKitchen $175 Slcn
large 1 Bdrm
$19!) $210

Furnished, A.C .. swimming pool.
tennis court. boskt:tboll court,
grill and picnic oreo. cable
hook-up

529-1082

2

a&.INCIS COMIUlaMMr
..... • rental• ........
11MW.MA..

DUNN APARTMENTS

Apartments

GET 'fr NOW! 4-bedroom Lewis
Part Apartment. Sublease for
Summel'. Available June 1. can
457-5814.
4114Ba127

. . . . .CIDIIIplllm'

Come in for 0 free demons

best offel'. 53-2353.
V·l
S32.95
6-cylillder
121.95
4·cylinder
126.95
lndudM plloga. points. and.---.
All other ports ntro

Goad condition or
needing repair .
AIINIIotto.pl...

~~Ca~~:o~~l~~

FOR RENT

We a., used.,., equipnent

4283Ac121

1975 KAWASAKI :100. 12.500 miles,
just tuned. battery, helmeta.

11m FORD LTD. ~. pb, air,' n:-

I

130

4192Ba128

We pay cosh for used
guitars and amplifier~.
Musk lloa

f:rues. and classical recorn
tapes iD fine condition. to4 S.
lliDois Ave., 549-5423. 4403Afl54C

Pldl-up - - - .........
'I2MIIo-.tholtheA,__
SouthS1.
•

457-4123
OFFICE HOURS:
Mon-Thur-Fri 9 to Spm
ONE 2 BEDROOM APT. and ooe 3
bedroom bouse • both furnisbed.
Pbooe 457-«f14 after 6 p~

WOOD BURNING
c:ootin8 stove, $125. oo. 549-5053.
ONE

The Wall Street Quads
1207S. Wall
or call

b!i!e:u ~~dition. ~:u~~~

ANTIQUE

Chd & Adjusts points. timing.
VOIW!s, carburators, chain, clutch.
botlely level. tire pressure • lube
chain cables & grease fittings.

NOW RENTING FOR
SU-ER:

am pus.
summer semester
fall semester

..._,,....._

all between 11:~2p.m.
or after Sp. m •
FOREST HALL 457~5611

"A lovely place to live"
2 3 or 4 oeople
2 bedroom turn! unfum opts.
for summer & foil
"Special Summet" Rates"
lim1ted Number-Sign up now!

Dlsploy open 11-t .,ly
l • t Gron.t & &..wls La,..

529-2585

days

684-3555

Evenings, Suno:foys

nJRNJSHED TWO &EDROOM
Apartment. Sublet for 5UIIlmer and

ATTENTION

~~ /:O'm'~:n::~=~96 dean.

~~~~~~~~~!:,_

I

I.-•S~TU~D""'E'""N....,.T..,RE
___N_T_A_L$_'"1 1

43828al31

SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER

. 2

=:r:~ i.~:c!W~.=.ti

We have 5 apartnreflls Jur ·
Mlf-IUppOrtl,..sophomor"
I
Apply !2:00pm-6:00pm
Apt. 5C Georgetown Aph.
E. Grand & lewis lone
1

4361Ba 136

or 549-6709.

0:'-0E
ROOM
EFFICIENCY
apartment. utilities and furniture

1

~~--------------------~ ~;rj~~~s~s:,~ow. =3!r~
i EXCELLENT
ROOMY
1·
bedroom, air, unfurnished. near
Houses
~:.p~~~lnning SU~..:~ar:.

FORFALL
3 and 4 bedroom houses
close to campus.
-Call between 4:00and
S:OOpm.

Sft.1M2

S4t-...

1140 Rendleman Drive. $315 per
month, 6-1 3 bedrooms, central air.
54!HI589.
84383Bbi28

WASHER-DRYER. CENTRAL
AIR. in 3 bedroom, 2 bat". 14770 f

~:-i~9-~~-~ny;:2~B;-::§

CARBONDALE. I4x65. 2 bedroom.
- · very nice, extra insulation.

~F.~~~oo;:-7. ~e~cl~
S83.~onthly 529-~. 4..'i7-W94.

~rr~!~i-.00

~11~i~~

pets.

SMALL, ONE BEDROOM Tr..1ler,

~~a'r:~~~ ~~=
ite'::f~:
84350Bc129

WELL-MAINTAINED 2.3, 1: 4
bedroom homes oear S.I.U. Start
swnmer,caii541H653. B42138b129

ONE
MURPHYSBORO
BEDROOM furnished, AC. 1145.
Efficiency-furnished
Sl30,
1': ~, truil, water~~~~

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED House

WALKING
DISTANCE
TO
campus, Chuck's Rentals. 549-3374.
843928b136

SINGLES. AVAILABLE NOW.
$135 per mooth, 12xSO. Furnished

SUBLET SUMMER FALL Option.
3 bedroom. 11-z bath, nice area.
CaU549-1794after5pm. 4413Bb129

=~way. No pets. 54~~~~

7

Carbondale. ~mooth, 549-162$

after 4·10.

FREEMAN VALUT

C.rbondale Discount

APTS.

Housing

Sll w. FNGmt~n

.....

Now ........

One bdrm furn. apt
Two bdrm furn. opt
Two bdnn fum. fw:ue with carport
~hr- bdrm furn. house with
· carport
Good summer rates. 2 miles
West of Carbondale's Ramada Inn
on Old Rt. 13 West. call

for.,,_....

• 2 Bdrms
• C,.• ;tarts
• 1 ';• baths
• Fumished
• Deluxe Apts
• l'i• blacks from campus

Phone:

Mt-..51 After •

6M-414S

MURPHYSBORO • SPACIOUS 2
BEDROOM, S22S a mOt..h. 529-2&!M
or 549-7723.
B4373Ba130

a~

ID

:::~ nr~~.:;.r:.rl:ffi
~!J:DiDe~:: r:~¥:'!,i ~

2198 after 5:30.

t57-4422

457...s4.

duplex. furnished and air·
coriditiooed, also includes water,

4210Bbl27

127

HOUSES FOR RENT

Must Rant summer to
Obtain Fall Housing!
location
Summer Fall
I . 502 Helen
$350 $3q5
Size 3bdrm modern
1
~one $350 ~

S...Sten

Nohts

~~~

I
I

--1:

3. ::-oo Birch lane $350
3bdrm 2both
4. 313 Birch lone $''50
3bdrm 2 bath
6 312Crestview $350
3bdrm modern
8. 1176 E. Walnut $450
5bdrr:•
9. 1182 E. Walnut $450
5bdrm water & gorbo';je
10. 604 N. Carico
S295
Jbdrm
13_ 25130idW. 13
2bdrrr. water & garbage

sm

'~J~.!,J.~~~.:a:i.

SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER with
FaU and Spring option- Very nice 2
bedroom apartment to c:lean,
quiet, mature studetL Competitive

I:i,t._A~= laundroma~ll

SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER • 4
bedroom apt., l.ewis Park. Call
453-5043 or after 5 p.m. call 5293266.
4311Bal31
NEED A PLACE fot' nmmer!
Furnished two bedroom apt. ia

:tili~:t.:!!u!~t: .r:,:~a~r~=
4359Ba1J1

SPAClOtiS.
BEDROOM

FURNISHED,
a~rtment.

1
All

=~i-~-c:ondition~•8.

Gorden,_.
aaApts.
for
Mt-2135

$420

Apts.

~1:J~~:~J:Y~

=: :::.1Je!'::r:: ~:.~
peta. 549-f&U or 549-3002.
84005Be130

MoWle Home For Rent
Now taking appointments
for summer & fall.
locoted on 1000 E. Park St
and South 51.

9

Rental Price Range
$150.00&up
month and 1 year leases
With natural gas
close to campus

457-1313
Call far further informatiao

~~~g.a4r~iy~d;!::r~ab ~=~

FREE MONTH'S RENT for
summer. NiCf' two bedr0001 trailer

~~~-,~~~~pus. ~-~~~

TRA!LERS

$100-$180 per month

CHUCK RENTALS

1·----------'
549-J:'t/4

TWO BEDROOM, 12x60, mobile
home oo Warren Road. Furnished,
A.C., .. tio, 549-S444 from 5:110 to
7:00 pm.
437!Bc130
2 AND 3 BEDROOMS on Warren
Rd. 121:14wide, furnished, carpet.

AVAILABLE NOW· 2 BEDROOM
beautiful trader. One mile from
campus. 12x60 $130 month. summer. 549-3478.
43110Bc 135

MaWietton.s.Murd.le
2 bdnns. southwflt residential
areo. travel to university on
c•ty str-ts with little traffic.
Anchored in concrete.
Furnished. natural gas. city
facilities. Very comp..liti·.•e.
Call457-7352 or 549- 70:..9.

~~i=cre~'h!!!·

:=:

84399B~136

Rental Contracts
•1980 New 1 & 2 Bedrooms
•Nicely Furnished & Carpeted
•Energy saving (no C.l.P.S.)
•laundramot Facilities
•Nice Quiet & Cleon SeHing
•Neor Campus
For more intonnation or appointment los-

fo':~l(';=~le. Cal~~b~

HOtJSES-APARTMEl'II'TS: 1, 2, 3

~!:e~~i. y:;: .,r,~imi::I.
4~
7263.
; ·· 8436SBbl30

::~~.:t·J~5~. l'!~l~ib:ai:!!~es
4323Bel28

B4335Bct34C

FEMALE ROOMM \TE NEEDED
for summer alld--a- ran in Lewis
Park. Call Tana. ~oi304Bel28
FEMALE NE!.DED FOR Summer toshare4 Oedroom house, FaD
optioo. own room, 549-631lJ..oBe
131
MODERN APT IN CambriaWasher-4ryer, refri~-range and

~::~.1~n ~~~

FEMALE NEEDED FOR Summer - to share beautiful house,

=:::rs~a~~=
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed

for nice house · summer only. 2

=·~~·~:fft
ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR
summer lease, Lewis Park, 4
bedrooms. furni.'!Md. call457-6897.
4334Bet30
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
to share furnished two bedroom
apt in Lewis Park for fall and
spring. S8S and '• utilities~~~~
MATURE. CLEAN

Sutnnter otMI Foil
':!:T.:.thcon~

~457-52t6

UnlwenltylleJehts
MftlleHCMneht.
~lid. (Jud aff I. ...... St.t
• A I - - country locetlon
and Howes_,....... Sorry
No Pets.& ......._._

CO~PLE

to

1::n': ~Ti:e~c~~
':fn~~
S95 each plus utilities. :.49cam~.

6580. Pam.

43!K8e13

TWO RESPONSIBLE WOMEN
needed for bouse near campus.

~:~~~~~~ad

non-

4U68e131

Duplex
CARBONDALE. BEAUTJFt:L 2

~u'f~~~,:>~~

or 457-5943, Woodriver Drive.
8395SBC128C

from·-

~~J.:a:-::~~~1, askJ:w\1i~

fromtom-3pm.

CARTERVaLE-DUPLEX-new2 bedroom - storage - washer,

1 and 2 bedroom trollers
to $115 0 month.
plus utllltl... In worlous
locotlons. S2t-1U.

4BEDROO!II HOOSE .err eae to

~~133

0

~~il~~~u~e~~a;~!\~'i:le.As~

1910.

LOW SUMMER RENT Now! In
rustic Raccon Valley, S miles
south. off old 51: nice l0x55 3
~~7~1W,~l~~l25 plus

Now Available

SUBLET SUMMER: 3 bedroom
bouse. excellent location. rent $345

42598e128

FEMALE WANTED: OWN room

4364Bc131

SPACIOUS HOME IN nic:e
residential area, sublease for
summer ,..;tb some faU options.
<AD: 541-ttMaii3BblZI

:~~~lJr~ltr.on-::

=~ni!.~ a<t~i1~:~::-~

Call for more information after

ENJOY THE SUN in rlean,
modern, 2 or 3 bedroo.m mobile
homes. Only a 10 minute walk to
Crab Orchart.! Lake; 10 minute
drive to SIU .Sundecks, furnished.

CiJ~r!';f:;~~--J~~~us

5250
in<l.

8019.leevenameaadiiWD..=~Bbi2B

~~~room. Au- coo~1~~

FINE OLD FARMHOUSE in

6pm 687-11189.

$495

Coli between 11 ond 11

4

ROOMMATE NEEDlW. SUM·
MER only. 3 bedroom hGuse. 4
blocks from campus and town.

~9-3000

AVAILABLE NOW, 12x60, two
bedroom. Many extras, swimmin~

$325• S395
garboqe & heot incl.
IS. 2SI301dW. 11 $250 $325
3bdrm, furn.watP.r.
garbage & heot mel.
Duplex Uni: 2
$350 $395
17. 400 Willow
3bdnn

~~llllll,

Rt. 51 North

~

457-4334

4222Be!Z7

7 RUNS DAILY

water trasb p1ckup iD:luded. One
mile t'niiii campus. No Pets. $1-15
moothly. 54!H377.
4381Rcl30

5495
incl.
5350

4112BelZ7

ROOMMATE TO SHARE large 2
bedroom duplex for summer sem.,
fall option. 549-8384 after 3:00.

IIFREEIJUS

:U'inr::..~~-ow i:mi~.:ft:!

$420

HOUSE. SUMMER SUBJ..EASE.
Very clolle to~ fum~

avoilable
~mer
2 bdrm. furnisned.
A. C •• swimming pool.
For information call

~at.~ lif!!''n=.kitc!i;.~

~- 13. Nopeta.~1 ;;

ba;~i~~=ec.o=~:·i~:!

Now Told. . Conincts
FOI' Sutnmef'& Foil

Ij.~;;~·;;;t;

AVAILABLE NOW, SUMMER
SINGLES. $121;-month for one
ditioned Includes

f:Q. oa :d CherTy. Sublease
Summer.J e,Saudj~&~

FALL. CLOSE TO campus, 1-4
bedroom•. furalsbed1 1:1 montb
leue,aopeta,s.4101 ~

All locations ore furnished.

Mobile Home~

NICE FOUR BEDROOM hoMe

43938al2t

Apartments
Efficiency
Fall
Summer
Apts.
$135
$95
I Bdrm
$180
$125
2Bdrm
$250
$180
2 Bdrm Mobile Homes
10x50
$110
$80
12x50
$125
$90
12xS2
$130
$95
12x60
$160
$110•

:;:~=:~~~2-~6'Q~~r~~

~-a month. Call after:r:aJ~

~sh and maintenan~~-3 ':i'f:s

2 BEDROOM HOUSE, 1 block
behiDd Rec Center. subl- ~15 to
1-15, $510. 453-4710, 453-38311
eweaiDp.
GI6Bbl21

TO SUBLEASE SUMMER; fall

SMALL 2 BEDROOM house, newly

SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER Beautiful 3 bedroom house. Fur-

:'J'!e!:..:!~.a~e~iea ~~
m~ waDI: from campus. CaD:

LARGE EFFICIENCY. Available
May 17, Warren Rd., CaD 457-7583
:=!a~.7:30am or after a ':U:a~
apliooal 3 bedroom

4194Bbl3il

41438e1Z7

549-2533.

Foua BEDROOPI~. BEHIND Rec
~~'1~4 _summer with F~ 1 ;~~~i

(or Summer with Fall optioo, big
yard laundromat and small store,
":r block aw!l.z.~ Carico Street,

Why live in a Skimer Box. Bob,

AND 3 BEDROOMS on Warren
Rd. 12 6 14 wide, Furnished,

2

NICE ONE BEDROOM, fur·
..shed, air, you pay utilities, 509 S.
Wall, 313 E. Freeman, 457-72&3.
B43678al30

LARGE OLDER HOUSE. 3
bedrooms. afeoliances, no pets,

J.·

529-3437.

~~~oo~~. ~e~s2 C:1~8b'1~~-

'7.

TO SHARE

=:: 2~::s~~~:te=.

availableAprillst,call~=-141

CARBONDALE HOUSING, 2·
bedroom furnished house. with
ca.rport, available immediately. 2
m1ies west of Carboodale Ramada
Inn on Old Roote 13 W. Call 6844145.
84140BIIl37C

HOUSE..<:..APARTMENTS: 1, 2. 3
bedroom, no pets, f.ay
~-ester, you pay uti~s!~lli

Roommates
ROOMMATE

bedroom, Lewis Park. very large

CAMBRIA. DUPLEX. 2 bedrooms,
available oow, $165 per mooth. 985-

:l.~~-up- privacy·~~

Roome

AVAILABLE MAY t5th. clean ooe
bedroom apartment. no pets, no
utilities furm.med, $175 ~month.

Private rooms.
d.r~tonc~.le
in apartments for students.
You have a private room. you
use kitchen facilities. etc. with
others in apartment. Utilities
·r>Ciuded in rentals. Very near
ampus. Very competitive.
Ca11457· 7352 or 549-7039
CABLE TV, ALL Utilities paid.
maid service. $55.65 per week.
King's Inn Motel. 549-«<~Bdi34C

~w::t·~~;e':;~;,rt
B4330Bfl29

~a~~~~~es~

SIU oo Giant Ci~ ~d. $200 ~
montb. no utiltties furnished,

~e= :;:,~~~,. nTJ.r~

yr. lease,

457-287~.

~1Bfl29

VERY NICE 2 bedroom. near
campus,
air,
unfurnished.
=~ing summer, ao ~-8 ;:.;.

Wantecl to Rent
L"-"EXPENSIVE WORK SPACE
w1th electricity and water i or close
byl through Summer. 457-7996.
4288Bg130
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?

TELEPHONE SOLICrrOR. Part

Mobile Home~ ~r:e ~':!v:t!t~'cO::~tee~~f~
per week. Male. Female. Phone

FREE

549-3311.
.fJ57Cl30
APPUCATIONSBFlNGTAKEN
for dtshwashen 6 kitchen help.
Apply at Emperor's Palace after
5pm.
B4421CI28

MO\'ETO

Rt. 51 North
549-3000

kE:s£ARCR

ASSOCI~

chemistry

or

~~,u~;r1~ r:f. ~nl:n!;:n~

FREE RENT FIRST month.

:!!l:a ·l~s~~u s~~~:
ff67 or 457-5749. B4017~Ll31C
Ra~~~f:

~~:ro sm. sorry ~~~E~~

HELP WANTED

biocbemtslr)'

~~~[~d5u~~e~p s~yn~e~~ ~~
1980 to Dr. James~. BeMtller 1

-

REGISTERED NURSES. Immediate openi• for individua..ls
desinng to share th~r t!XJI!!I'tise in
a modem hosp1tal that prtdes itself
in giving excellent patient care.
Posttions available in most areu
of nursing. Excellent salary and

ANNOUNcEMENTS

~~:s~~~~S:.ErB~4T~~~~c1fn~

~;(~~be~e:,;:itf~~~uJ::a~

Selectric II. neat, accurate.
reasonable rates. 549-2874.
4292E142

pa; il•ng. O~••tact: Personnel
Department, S!
Elizabeth's
Hospi~al, 211 S.
3rd Street,
BeUevtlle.IJbnois 62221. B4405<;t46

Printing Plant

MANAGEMENT CAREERS

Photoco,.,ying
Offset Copying
Offset Printing
Thesis Copies
Resumes

Jlepartment of Chemtstr)' ana
Biochemistry, Southern Illinois
University, Carbondale. 0 62901.
Slt,J-C i~ an ~ual o~portunity·
afftnnatlveachon emp ~~

Join the management Jeom of
o successful. growing and
dynamic restaurant chain in
and Illinois. We ore
129 Kentucky
seeking
experienced
... TIME: GRADUATE AS!IIStant · , restourc;nt mono01ers ready to
for Fall Semeter with expertise in '
food and nutrttion to provide in- , advance themselves and their •
:d~i::~~n n~~~~~o:S~un::~inp ; careers. We offer o thorough I
management program. exdevelop written materials on food
cellent benefits and com·
and nutrition. Must have holistic
1
0
petitive salaries. Join our tt:om
m~~~~: A'ft ~d~ ntMa~~~f~~ and
grow. Send your resume in
Resource Center phnne :;x 77C2.
CUt off date April IS, 1980.
confidence to:

Ctmls
Stationery
Spiml Bindings
Wedding lrroitatioi'IS

0

84339C130

606 S. Illinois • Carboncble
457-7732
PHONE-ALARM-NEED a wake
upservice?Call529-2169. 4264El42

YJc.l'r_l....,t DfO,....otl-

NOTICE
Foool fronch ... lnc.
.,.. c••,.,._..
EDITORIAL POSITIONS
OwOftSiooro. Kentucloy e2H1
Sludent Work ot
OBelosk II magazine .crmot
yearbook
.
FULL TIME REGISTERED
The OBelisk II Magazone anmedical tl'Chnic:ian ror a modem
nounces the above positions .
FEMALE BARTENDER OR
for the 1980-81 school year. All i n~~::r!i~ ~~~r:e~ ~~t~ot~
Waitress Wanted. Full or PartSalary
commensurate with exTime; Inquire - S.I. Bowl or Call
interested persons should con· !
98S-3755.
B4187C138C
tact Genny Behnrr or John j ~~~itanc~e. Af.~i:~len~ 05~~ne~~sb
ZiiPo;, 19BI Co-Ed •~s. obout , SUpervisor, Marshall Browning
PERSONS FOR SUMMER em·
1
these editorships '' .. 53-5167 rt~~itt.a~u~u~i~~tr.,~!~: :~8~~~
g:~"nmr!~r1a1 ~r!tio~;f~ ~f.e b~~: or
stop by the OBt>• sk II offoce.
Phone: 618-542·2146. Ext. 326.
Nat1onal SCenic Riverwavs.
84333C146C
Barracks 0846 for information.
k:~t;~of!U:nS:~a:;:.:,~d ~~~nJ'ri Solories
will range from S300 ' SCRIPTWRITER
§pnng Lotige. P.O. Box 602. Van
to
$700
per
year
depending
on
Buren. MO 63965.
4233C110
~~!~~~~~~ l~'!l~:rn ~fn~~1!
experience and nature of job.
region essential Samples ol wort
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER Call for intervoews begonntng necessary.
453-2488.
Bf417Cl31
The Illinois Deportment of ConMarch 28. 1980.
WAITRESS WANTED. part time
servation has o vococy ovo1l·
Mtl-elnglclltcw.
Qualable for on electrical engineer.
ifications: Jrnl. 312 and Jrnl. 391
84418Cl27
The individual must hove o min- 1 or 362. Post management ondi
imum of o B.S.E.E. Degree from
or yearbook obiloty. Descripon accredited college and must
tion: Coordinote and supervise
SPC is looking for
be eligible for the E.l.l. exam.
efforls ol oil copy editors and
musicians to participate
Job r~lities will include l staff writers.
in -JAAAM OPEN-open
design of ele<:tricol sys:ems in ; f-turelclltor.
Jrnl. 391
small bu;fdings and c~
mike sessions on campus
and. or Jrnl. 362. Post ex~ selection ond altemote
perifmc• ond ability. Write oil
this spring. For information
energy programs.
magazine style feature stories.
call
Steve Paoli or Tom
Qualified applicants should
Supervisor of feature writing
Trentloge at S36-Ut3.
submit their resumes to
stoff.
Bob Roods
Sports llfMI Entertal-nt
lllonois Dept. of Conservation
E4ftcw.Jrnl. 311 and 312. InDovosion of Engineering
EMPLOYMENT
' tere!t in Sports. Post experienRoom618
ce and ability. ·Cover sports
WANTED
Stratt·.m Building
events,
concerts.
ploys.
etc.
~
Spri.,ylield ll62706
Supervisor of Sports and Enter··
All resumes must be submitted
tc:unment .... roters.
by Friday. Apr. II. 1980. Inter·
PAINTING· INTERIOR- EXF-ture PMto Eclltcw. C&P 322 TERIOk
- Coli~ Student with 3
views woth qualified applicants
40 7 and. or ..08. Ability with
will be set up for the week of
ft':re::~~e:~!ia~~!'it'aai'~~:
rnogozine
style.
Portfolio.
Aprill .. th to April 18th.
3926.
4293Dl27
Lorge format Photography.
The Illinois Dept. of Con servoSuotabl. equipment. ·Studio worft
han is on equal opportunity
and photojournalism. Maintain
employer.
SERVICES
feature photo staff.
'~RADUATE ASSISTANT. SJUC.
Sports ancllntertal-nt
OFFERED
startmg August. Persons with
Photo
lclltor
sk11ls, aptitudes in audio
production for him «location 6
C&P 322. Interest in Spor~~:ti::,eco::J~5· ta~;:iti~~! ts. Portfofio. Suotobk? equipment. BECOME .'\ BARTENDER.
c:hnxuzi~. audio effects, music
·Obtain photo press posses.
Cia
tau"" by f
treatment. related technical
Moontoin darkroom and Sports
a .C:..~:e'nighr::~:fJ's
opentionl should call453-2488. AV ;
~k~ ScboOI of Ba..:O~Tl:
experieree helpful.
84401C133 ; andEntf!roinmentStoff.
Aut. Photo Eclltcw. C&P 322
JOBS! CRUISESHIPS! SAILING I Portfolio. Suitable Equipment.
E.".PERIENCED T\'PIST FOR
Group
or Studio experience. .
any fast, accurate typing self~=~! G~lirifar<:-~':in~r~ [
career. Nationwtde, Worldwide! l Organize group picture program
~?~1~:Upus~~~
~~~!1;9~0f~~~~~~o:;, i~x creatively onc:l mointoin photo
NEED .A PAPER Typed? IBM
60129. Sacramento. CA 9586042i19c
1 chemical supply and photo staff.
143
Settlcw anti Or. .nlzatlons
=ler!~:. s!,~~curate.
lclltor.Ability to mointoin time!
4198EJ39
WANTED: DIRECTOR FIRST
Presbyterian Infant Day Care I schedules. Good orgonozot10n .. I ~AB=o;:::R=n::O::N:--F=I=NEST==--M~E~D~IC~A~L~ .
Efficient operation of senior por· care. l.mmediate I!Jipoinlments.
Center. Call 529-1551.
4320C128
RN'S, JOIN HERRIN Hospital / trait program and group pic- ~,~: ~=
Nurse Registry and en.i:CJY: 1) Wor!t 1 lures. Close work with Asst.
TYPING: Dissertatiuts, Thesis ,a.
on a temporary call-1n basi!> lJ j Photo Editor.
Pesumes. Automated equipment
Hours customiz,d to yoor
schedule, 31 T~ salary. For in-~ ....,..... Ma-..r Acct. 221.
~'::
•. ~Yl~r~~Nvor~~~.t~
formation. call
-2171~~44<:
Hon..~IP. subscriptions. Busines!>
3351.206 W. College. B420tEJ39C
Major preferred. ·Mointoin oc·
:!!tbEo~~~~!~~~Gc!,C 5t 1:e~~ counting records of oil OBelisk 11 l~fJlfts. D~~nEt~;'\,~~f!~
transactions and subscriptions.
~ ~ ~~[Y Priq~ ~~ ~C
personal atteudant. Call ~...._..tlonslclltor MI<T. :toe or
WAITRESS, NO EXPERIENCE
363. Public Relations. Jml. 370..
PREGNANT
~ry, apply Gatsby~ ~
Create promotion concepts and

TY.PING. EXPERIENCED IN
ALL form&ts. The Office. 609 W.
Mam, 549-3512.
4265El42

,___.__.____"'_"·'-·-_.,.__
.,. -,..·--"!

~~i~~ik~~f~:g: l:eU:.r.b~!n~::

details. 457-3304, L'pc-hurc!l In·
suranee.
B-1338E1J4C

PREGNANCY
ASSISTANCE
CENTER
114'/z S. Illinois
Cnunwlun. are a\<ailabl•·

FOR

Tues. 7-9pm
Wed. & Thur~ 9am-12
Friday 9am-12 7· 9Pm
Sat. IOam·lpm

~.~~~~nsf:::~ &:,~!:~·5

.

c:!

••

Free piclwp 6 delivery. Mon-Fri.
l0-3.
U77El45

EXPERT

CONVENTIONAL

:!~~D~.}dJN~ns~~~:. ~u': ..
desigD Services, Inc. 1 893-4G81.

84347Et46C

MilO A801m0N
INFOIIMATION?
To help you through this experience wot give you complete co..nseling of any
duration before and otter
the procedure.

CALLUS
....__ •• c-...
Call Collect ~14-. .I-IHS

Ortonr....
. . .J27.....

NEED INSURANCE? I wsnr to
helj: yt!ll with all your insurance
neeas. can Terry GOld. 457-o468.

I

84372EI46

I

PARTS
AND
SERVICES
Rt. 51 North
549-3000

I

LOST· ROLL OF ~x)IOII:ed Film iD
Container at Makanda Battle
Suo.. Marc:b 30 Reward. 549-3126. '
429tGl27

!

HELP WANTED: Day waitress
hostess. and kitdlen help. Apply at
Kabala Gardens, MunJale- Snop.
png Center, between 1 :~2: 30.
4407CJ28
Page 20. Daily Egyptian, April I,

¥renl~~~~~B'rr?c:.~~~=:

LOST

1

•.

TYPING -Term Papers, Theses,
Dissertations.
Resumes.
Guaranteed no errors. Automated

I

30 I

~AD

7

ideas.
Secratary. 50-60 wpm. Good
personality. Morning hours.
Maintain office.

7 4

call BIRTHRIGHT

Free pregnancy testing ·
& confidential assistance.

2-7prnMon-F;i

9-1 Sot.

DEPRESSION-M.o\RRIAGESand
FamilyYOUTH
' Cohabilational
Problems' Counseling-t:enter for Human
1 Development-No
charge-549! 4411
83936J127C

WANTED
SALVAGE
Wrecked or Disabled Cars
& Trucks
BaHeries • Rodiotors
Engines • Transmissions
•Best Prices Nowe

KARSTEN AUTO
RECYCLING COIP.
N. N - Era Rood Carbondale
457..o.t21
457-6319

I1
1'

Fe-lA Like to Slnt~?
Openinos available in
Sweet ..,deline Bo~bershop
Chocus. Weekly rehenols Tues.
7:45pm. lst Presbyt~Hion Church
Carbondale. Welcome
Mt-

""----.....:.=:I.'Li:Z..---~

AUCTIONS
& SALES

RL'STY SJ'UR. WE....,~iEP.N store.
10 percent off cbthing sale.
~~~:,' ad. ~. mile w~:~

~~v~~~t,~~~~~~.~ush~~.:~.~;~~~ ,~ ~~~~·;m. ffff§!:~
1

Demandmg treatment as
prisoners of war. eleven
suspected
members
or
associates of the Puerto Rican
terrorist group FALl'< had to be
pu.<~..ed or carried mto a heavily
guarded courtroom Monday for
a hearing on theft and weapons
charges.
The suspects S<'reamt::J a11d
shouted Na •• onalist slogans as
they ente~ the coutroom.
They
called
themselves
"Puerto
Rican
freedom
fighters" and one of the women
suspects chanted. "Grand jury,
FBI. u.s. justice is a lie."
The five women and ~ix men
all protested the _hearmg and
~eman~ to be_ traed before an
mternabonal tnbunal.
Ci!"t:uit Court J~dge William
A. K~lly. who prestded over the
heanng for the 11 suspects,
ordered them transferred to the
Chicag-, Crimir at Courts
division for a hearing April 15.
No pleas were entered.
Armed robbery. theft and
weapons charges were brought
against the 11 persons following
their arrest by Evanston police
Friday in this northern lakeside

Camping trip
set for senior
citizen group

Ch1cago prlice sa1d three of
the sus_pects were identified by
campa1gn staffers for President
Carter as participants in the
March 15 raid on CarterMonda I e
campaign
headquarters !n Chicago.
Monday· s courtroom
proceedings were nearly
drowned out by the shouts of
more than 40 demonstrators
who paraded and chanted
Nationalist slogans outside the
court building.
Carlos Torres. No. 1 on the
FBI's most-want..d list until
Friday. denounced the hearing
~s "hocus-pocus" and told the
Judge:"~ protest this hearing. I
~m a pnsoner of war. This is
Illegal.
do not want to be here,"
~1d Torres. wh9 was dragged
mto court by sheriffs deputies.
"Turn me over to a prisoner-ofwar camp. or let me free, unconditionally."
Torres and the others asked to
be a.!lowed to consult with
Michael Deutsch. an attorney
who said he sought to advise the
11 persons under international
law since they were prisoners of

:·I

seekmg to represent the II
persons on the c:har~es stemming from Fr:day·s arrest.
"Judge ... Deutsch said. "they
do not recognize the Constitution ... They do not
recognize the authority of the
court."
'They are not going to participate or legitimize the
proceedings against them." he
said.
'"These peorle are fighting for
the independence of their
country.· Deutsch added.
"They are not to be criminals...
They are s;uppr"ed to be treated
with tlte respect and dignity
they're due."
Assistant Slate's Attorney
Dennis Wolter. however, said
the charges against the
suspects were for violating
Illinois law. not in•emational
law.

re

- -

-

e

bo~ns.!bll_lty for more than 100
in .bmgs ~n- the _past ~IX ye:9rs

. U · S. Cities. mcludmj;l ~ew
'r_ork. Washington. san f'ranc1sco. and Chtcago. The initials
stand for Fuerzas Armadas de
Li beracion Naciona 1- the
Arme<l Forces of National
Liber ... tion-a group seeking
independence for Puerto Rico.
The island has commonwealth
sta:us with the United States
d
h
an voters av consisttntly
voted to retain that status.

90! S II .._.,.,.
·I · Moura

,.,..,.,..:sa,

the
')r.qonol Home olrhe Fololol
Your I st Stop

on the "STRIP"

--Thbw;.i;;s::..-;!;1- -

..-. . . FalaHiorTwoHot.,.._

Both w/Frln & Cotce
____ JJ..I!____ _
254 Off on •11Mn4wlchn
Offer nof -11c1
on weellly spedtlls
Mon Pu•<'-'"S' :Jr

~~~~~jiiiiiiiii~

''It's very simple." Wolter
said. '"The basic question of
charges here have nothing to do
with any ideology they may
profess. They are charged with

r~~!:.,'t;_~ the law of the State of . .-----~~!1-I!JII-------------·

Cdrbohydratfi' ('ftn be fat rt-pla•~emt-nt

WASHINGTON lAP>- Many
And complex carbohydrates
Americans are reducing tht> are better than simple ones.
amount of fat in tlreir diets, and
nutrition experts suggest that in
Simple carbohydrates, such
that case, an increase in car- as sugars, provide calories but
bohydrates may be called for. little else. Complex carFats and carbohydrates are bohydrate foods, such as beans,
lhnlinaNI from P•IC• 1% 1
the major SCIW'Ce5 of energy in peas. nuts, seeds. fruit,
in the summer. The first will the diet,
according
to vegetables and whole grain
run from July 6 to 11 and will nutritionists at the departments products
contain
many
include: "Shakespeare in of Agriculture and Health, essential nutrients in addition to
Performance. from Text to Education and Welfare.
calories.
Stage:" " Flora of Southern
They report that car·
Illinois" and ..Conflicts and bohydrates can help in dieting
Eating some of these complex
Change in Southt>rn Africa."
because they contain less than carbohydrates can also inThe second sesr.ion will run half the calories per ounce ol crease your intake of dietary
from July 'r1 to A•..~g. 2 and will ~ra!!!'ts.-~!-""!!!!'--~~lr'-.:!P"W~fillblrer.-.....,.-~~=-:::111:"-.
offer: "Foreign Polic}; Issues ~

EYEWEAR tor the ENTIRE FAMILY
THE EYEWEAR OF YOUR CHOICE AT ONE LOW PRICE

1

!ran~s '::~' ;~:r~.lf ~~

"Energy Alternatives: What
Are They., ..
A special two-week intensive
session in spoken Spanish also
wiU be offered July 13-26.
Priced at $260, the 14-day course
will feature classroom and
language
laboratory
instruction, guest lecturers who
wiU speak on Latin American
art, anthropology and politics.
an J opportunities to sample
ethnic cuisine and meet Latin
American students.
Other colleges and universities participating in the
Illinois
ELDERltOSTEL
program this year are: Eastern
Illinois
University
in
Charleston, George Williams
College in Downers Grove,
North Park College in Chicago,
Northern Illinois University in
DeKalb, Quincy College in
:~rl~~~~E. Trinity College

r----wEiss'ER-----1
~
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GIFT CERTIFICATE

SAVE

I

'10

I

ION YOUR $60.00 OR MORE~
I
PURCHASE OF
I
FASHION IRAMES
I

Runners

II

plus

I

1

Exprres 5-3-80
Clrp and Bring this

I

1
Certificate Wrth You
I
1 Other Orscounts And Coupons I

404 Drafts

L

I

Not Arplocable

------~---·

Experience

,,=,
--····-'

~-~---~-=-~-=-----------WE'RE STARTING OUR

SOFT
CONTACTS
FREI
In Our Office

43rdYEAR
WITH A BIG ANNIVERSARY
$ELLEBRATION
DURING THE MONTH OF APRIL

•QUALITY EYEWEAR AT
REASONABLE PRICES
•i>ROFESSIONAL SERVIQS
•CONVENIENT HOURS
•FASHION FRAMES ... BRING IN
YOUR DOCTORS PRESCRIPTION
•ASK ABOUT OUR CONTACT LENS
CONTINUOUS CARE PROGRAM TM

*Free 81fts •nclsurpriMS ' - •II

CARBONDALE

*lnsun.nce t . •II _ .. . •ncl.ociels

211 S. Illinois

• Ask •bout - r new MFS S.nrlce

*Spec..l S.lelt-l•ch Day

----------------

549-7345
0 Copyright 1980
QUALITY IYIWIU AND PIIORSSIONAL EYKA• SINCI1. .
O.ily Eygptian, :\pril

...
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". ~

.
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SIU drops 'horne rttn derby'
as Louisville sweeps series
Bv Mark Pabich

sian

Wri~r

Th~ SIU-Louisville threegame baseball series last
weekend turned out to be a
home run derby, witb the
Salukis ending up on t!le losing
side three timE'S. SIU dropped a
single game Saturda) and a
double-header Sunday, as its
recr~rd drcpped to 8-8.
Junior Bob Schroeck, who
entered the first game at
Louisville with an 18-game
winning streak. lost 6-2, giving
up a grand slam home run. The
loss .. Schroeck's first this season
agatn.<~t two victories, was the
first one for the lefthander since
his initial collegiate t ppearence.
Despite the grand stam,
Pitching Coach Mark Newman
said Schroeck pitched well.
''The player who hit the home
run off Bob had struck out three
times in the game." Newman
said. "He just luckily hit a

prettv good pitch.
"The way the ball park is
there. I'm not surprise<. at the
amount of lonll balls hit. Our
pitchers threw the ball pret~d·
well all weekend." he sai .
"Louisville is just not a great
place for a pitcher. The park is
too smalL"
Junior Gerrv Miller hit one of
his two home runs for the
weekend in the first game.
giving the Salukis a 2-1 lead
before LouisvillE! exploded past
Schroeck.
In game two. thmgs looked
good for the Salukis and freshman starter Rick Wysocki, as
SIU led 9-1 tate in the game.
Junior Jim Adduci, who is
hitting a torrid .442, drilled two
home runs in the seco..d game.
and had threo:: for the weekend.
Wvsocki develOPed a blister
on a·finger of his throwing hand
and had to be removed from the
game. Bob Huber came in relief
and had trouble, bringing junior

Paul Evans in. The Cardinals
st'ored to runs off Huber and
Evans. giving Evans h1s first
loss in two years.
Newman said part of the
problem stemmed from lack of
competition and everyday
pitching.
"Evan!". Schroeck
and
Wysock• hadn't pitched since
our spring trip to Florida a few
weeks ago,' he said. "That was
one reason Wysocki's blister
happened."
Game three d1dn't go any
better for the Salukis. who led 7o after an inning and a half but
wound up losing. 9-8. Rob Clark
pitched the distance for SIU.
picking up his first loss of the
season aga1nst one wm.
Miller tagged a grand slam.
and Adduci and freshman Joe
Richardson each added one.
sw·s three homers weren't
enough however. Louisville hit
four o 'hem. including a Jlrand
slam.
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By Randy SdtCN'Ck

Picture members of a Las
\'cl(as chorus line on their
backs ... in wa!er ... io Carbondale.
Carbondale and SIU have as
close to a Las Vegas show as
they will ever haVf: in the
Southern Synchers. a group of
'n svnchronized swimmers who
have a long history but are no&
we, I-known.
The Synchers will perform at
the Recreation Center pool May
1·2. The theme of the show is
"Monopoly." and will feature
compositions based on the
different squares of a Monopoly
board.
But the Svnchers have
several performances before
then. They traveled to Evansville, Ind., last weekend ~...
attend a synchronized s'11tmming workshop. They aiS<. will
perform for two social functaJns
April 20 and 25 at the Mount
Vernon Holiday Inn.
In tate February. they sent 10
swimmers to the University of

Colorado to a ~Jonal conference similar ,., the one in
Evansville. The sponsor was the
National Institute for Creative
Aquatics. They performed three
compositions
there
and
qualif~ !or the nationals. but
~vncher
President Dottie
Himck said thP team probably
won't go.
Hanck exptamed that the trip
to Colorado. which was very
expensive, was a learning
experience. The dub raised
$2,000 for travel expenses and
for show this ~ear, and the
tickets to go to Colorado cost
$2.000.

"ThiS is our first traveling
year in recent hk!ory," Hanck
said. In prior years. the club
traveled less and put on two
shows per year Jnstead of one.
"We've spent a tot of time
traveling ant! workmg on skits
this year. and I expect that'•
going to be the pattern in the
future," Hanck added.
The Synchers sta;-ied as the
Aquaettes in 1955 with 22 women

Staff

Wri~r

The only thing that kept the
Saluki women's softball team
from advancing to championship play in the Southwest
Missouri Invitational was a lastinn:ng two-run rally by Kan.'la5
State Friday night.
SIU. behind the workhorse
pitching efforts of freshman
Donna Dapson. came awav
from the tournev with a 1-2
record, including· the 4-3 :;etback afainst KSU. Defending
nationa champ Texas Women's
t:niversity tripped the Salukis.
2~. in Fridays first g~me, but
the SIU bounced b&ck for a 3-2
_ wir: o\·er N~bras:~a Friday
afterooon.
Dapson,
a
freshman
righthander, also came away
from the meet with a 1-:: record.
as she started all three gall'les.
ShouJder problems have kept

fellow pitcher Gena Valli from
action. and sophomore Vicki
Stafko is still shaking the effects
of a strained pitching arm.
Following the 2~ IMS agairu;t
Texas Women's Friday morning. the Lady Salukis banged
out nine hits in the 3 2 win over
Nebraska. The Cornhuskers
reached Dapson for seven hits.
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your life, this workshop is for you!
Practical information, techniques and
ski lis for managing day-to day stress
and improving wee-being will be covered.
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FREE
facial .analysis
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"We offe. workshops at the
beginning~ the fall and spring
semestC!rs immediately before
our e~uditions," Hanck ~id.
Er,enence is helpful, but not
necessary.
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··~ e almost always find one,
two or even more people who
come out for the first time that
are coordinated enough and
interested enough to devt'lop a
skiD level adequate to meet the
requirements of the audition,"
Hanck sa1d. "We took eight or
10 members in the faU and three
more this sprir.g. We make the
standards a little more rigid in
the sprir.!l hl."Cause of the show.
In the faal, we're willing to teach
them:·
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UNIVERSITY MALL

529-2317

A Radical Idea!!

Had SIU defeated Kansas
State Friday night. the Saiukis
would have advanced to
Saturday's championship
round, but Dapson and SIU
were victims of last-inning
hE-roics by the Lady Wildcats.
SIU got a home run from right
fielder Dee Stull and outhit
KSU. 8-4.

Billiards
75¢
Jack Daniels Rlk

Daily Lunch Special 1Oam-6pm
Vienna Frank
Chips
Pickle

Ham&Cheese
Chips
Pickle

994

$1.49

····~ s ........
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STRESS?

participating. At that time. the
program was under the
direction of tbe Women's
Pll~-~!cal Education Department. The Synchers now are a
sports club. open to any SIU
student, faculty or staff
member who can pass the
auditions.
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If stress has becoma a lo:iJe part of

Dapson toils, softball team goes 1-2
By Dave Kane
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Golfers take _'sttccessful' IStl1 place
Bv Dav~ Kane
Staff Wrt~r
Okay. so 15th place in the
Southeastern lntercolle~Iiates
won't go down in Walt SiemsglWiz' book of great moments

~.;!~ ~h~h ~~~~~~:f ~:::e tt;

the nation 'a best teams. the
Saluki men's golf coach had~'t
expected his group to burn JP
the 2()-team field.
Considering the Salukis
finished only one stroke behind
perennial NCAA finalist Indiana and eight shots ahead of
Western K~ntucky, the trip to
Uontgor.-1ery,
Alabama's
Rumr12 Hills Golf Club provided
a psychological boost for SIU.
"We played pretty decent."
Siemsglusz said. "We actually
were competitive. Score-wise,
we were really proud of ourselves because we were close to
many teams that are considered tough. We certainly
didn't embarrass ourselves by
any means."
The meet was full of surprises, as Tennessee finished an
unexpected first with a 54-hole

score of 889. Second-place North
Carolina had the tourney
medalist in Steve Liebler. who
fired rounds of 74. 71 and 68 for a
233 total. SIU's 936 was three
better than 16th-place Georgia
Tech.
"In looking at Tenl'essee's
score and ours," Siems!S!:.:!Iz
said. "they averaged about t·J
or 12 strokes per round bP.:i.er
than us. But considerin@ that
we've played about 12 times :his
season and they've probably
played about 112 times. that's
not a surprise. And Western
Kentucky really clobbered WI
las( week at Evansville. It was a
general success, I think."
But no matter how successful
a meet may be, coaches look for
things that should or could have
been, and Siemsglusz followed
suit.
"We learned we're rapable of
competing," Siemsglusz said.
''It seemed like one of our guys
always would end up beating a
guy from Auburn on one Jay or
another.
"But we could never get four
guys to play well in the same

day. And the last day, only one
of our guys played well. The
others began to show the Jack of
practice time we've had," the
coach added.
The "one guy" Siemsglusz
spoke of was the Salukis' Butch
Poshard. who had rounds of n.
74 and n for a 13th-place score
of 225. But the rest of the Salukis
fizzled on the last day. Todd
O'Reilly 17&-n-82-2351 and Jim
Reburn 176-~1-240) ha-::! the
worst problems.
SIU'a Doug Clemens. who
according to Siemsglusz is
having problems hitting the
g:-eens, had rounds of 81. n and
80. whi!e Rich Jarrett's 54-hole
total of 247 rounded out the
Saluki scoring.
"We stiU need more practice," Siemsglusz stressed.
"The better weather's bound to
help, especially with WI coming
together as a team. I think I'm
going to stick with these fhe
guys I the finisl-8s at Montgomery) for the meet at
~=::... Kentucky
this

TWO
FOR
ONE

Indiana, lllini down lady tracksters
By Ed Deagberty
Staff Writer
There is an old saying which
states that the '.bird time is the
charm. WeU, tile women's track
learn mar. 0e cb.1rming, but
that ctuah(y ran out against
arch-nval Cnivt'rsity of Illinois
and lnd!dfl.:t Uruversity last
weeker.d.
TOO women's tl'ack squad
fa~lt~ to heat Illinois for the
th;rd COIJSii!CtltiVe time when it
!mished last Saturday- in a
combined men's and women's
meet at !!'oomington Ind.
Host Indiana won the
triangular meet with 82 pornts,
and Illinois wu second witb 41
~ints, narrowly outscorinr; the
:s..'tlukis, who fmished third with
36.
The Salukis' next meet is
Tuesday at McAndrew Stadium
against Southeast Missouri
State. Starting time for the
meet is 3 p.m.
Lindy Nelson picked up where
she lett off at the Lady Tiger
Invitational at Memphis State
the week before. She destroyed
the school record in the 5,ooometer run, whirb she had :r;et at
Memphis.

Be~

Nelson qualified for the AlA W
national championships when
she turned in the record time of
16:S6.1, 14.2 seconds faster than
the week before and 54.2
seconds faster than Jean Ohly's
old SIU record.
Patty Plymire put forth her
season's best effort in the 5.ooometer run, when she finished
second behind Nelson in 18:12.8.
The Salukis also did wen in
the javelin and the 400-meter
hurdles. winning both event'!.
Cindy Bukauskas had her best
showing of thP. year, outclassing
her nearest t'pponent, Lisa
Neverstick of IUinois, by more
than eightfeet with a loa of 1199 1-2.

SIU finished fU'St and second
in the 400-ll"eter hurdles. Karen
Laporte won the event in 1:05.7,
and Teresa Burgard ran her
best race ever when she
fmished second in I:CY7.4.
Laporte also fmished fourth in
the too-meter hurdles with a
time of 15.2 seconds. It was her
personal best.
cathy Chiarello added two
second-place finishes for SIU.
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Bring in a ;oil of Kodacolor
Film for deveJoping and
printing and receive 2 sets
of COlOR PRINTS
for the price of one-

meter dash, she clocked a time
of r7.2. Reba Jackson from
Indiana was farst with a 24.95.
SIU's other top finishe-'s were
Amanda Daugherty and Jan
Berglin. Daugherty was ~
in the high jump, &-6, one UJCh
less than Indiana's Lisa
Plummer. Berglin was third in
the shot put, 39-1 J-4. Armette
Bohach from Indiana was first,
43-3.
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*ONE TO KEEP
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your panlon

It was ~ed in Friday's
Daily Egyptian that intramural
sports Director Jean Paratore
would hire a person to coordinate game officials. The story
should have read that Paratore
is ~ng to hire an officials
coordinator.

She was second in the i!OO-meter
run, notching her bf>st time2:15.7-in the last two seasons.
She finished less than one
second behind Indiana's Barb
Ennis.
ChiareDo also finished second
in the f .500-meter run, 4.6
seconds behind Kelly O'Toole of
Indiana. She ran the race in
4:36.1, 3.7 seconds behind her
school record. Nola Putman
was fourth in the race with a
4:53.1.
Mar!a· Harrison had twt>
fourth-place finishes ror the
Salukis. In the long jump, she
leaped 15-10 1-4, 4-6 1-2 behind
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Lady gymnasts finish 11th at nationals
By Ri~k Klatt
Staff Writer

Plainly and simply, the
women's gymnastics team
finished in nth place last
weekend at the 1980 AIAW
national championship meet.
Not something ihe Salukis
would want to write home
about, but not far from wt:at
their coach had hoped.
"I said aU elong that an I
upected was lOth place.
Anything better would have
been a pleasant surprise."
Coach Herb Vogel said. "The
_best I could see us doing, if we
overcame injuries and Pam
Harrington had a great day,
was fourth."
The Salukis were a far cry
from fourth. Tallying a team
score of 132.85, SIU was almost

13 points behint. nt:w c!'oampion
Penn State's 1«-.50. Utal' State
capturedsec:ond.t45.1&and 1979
champion Cal State-Fullerton
was third, 1~.65Earlier in the season. the
Salukis !Rlt to the Nittany
LiOI'ettel'l, 142.15-140.25, in a
meet at the Arena.
"We were reaDy hurt bf the
rotation," Vogel said of the
Salukis' finish. "Our seeding
put us in the second rotation.
which usually means we benefit
from the scores escalating. But
this year, the scores didn't
escalate much at aU.
"We were amazed when WP.
came out to compete that the
t.ighest score in the first
rotation was a 132.65 by
Florida," the 17-year coach
continued. "They scored a 147

during the year. The judges
were just scoring very. very
low."
SIU was seeded with UCLA.
Brigham Young, Oregon State,
Minnesota aPd Arizona State.
Q!!lv Oregon State and UCLA
were able to overcon·,e the low
scoring. finishing fourth. 140.65.
and fifth, 138.85, respectively.
"The teams that competed in
the final rotation !Penn State,
Utah State, Cal Statt:-Fullerton,
LSU and Louisvillel received
scores very much indicative nf
their tP.Ients," \'oteel said. "But
it seemed that the lower-seeded
teams didn't get the good. truf
scores."
Vogel said many of the
Salukis completed routines that
he considered their best for the
season, only to be awarded low

scores. ll! uneven bars. for
example. Pam Conklin. Denise
Didier and Lori Erickson hit
their routines. but recei•;erl 8 35,
8.4 and 8.1. respectively.
"The scores didn't really
reflect
the
girls'
per·
formances," he said.
Harrington, the lone bright
spot in SIU's up-and-down
season. finished 33rd in the ai.
around competition with a score
of 34.35. Vogel said the freshman didn't have a bad meet,
just a bad evt-nt.
"She fell twice in the balance
beam. and n.an usually her
best event." Vogel said.
"Besides that. and maybe her
slip in the bars, she had a decent
meet. Had she competed in the
later round. she could have
placed either second or third."

Vogel satd UCLA's Sharon
Shapiro outclassed all of the allaround
competitors
hv
qualifying first in all four events
en route to a score of 38.00. Penn
State's Ann Carr was second.
1.35 behind Shapiro.
"We just •eren't ~s sharp as
needed to do well," \'ogl'l
reasoned. "Add the injuril's.
low scoring and the fact that wt•
had only five competitor!' •n
each event. and you couldn't
expect any better of a finish ·
The Lady Salukis finishl'd thtseasoo with a 9-5 dual-mPt•t
record. and won c:hampionsh1~
in the I!IMois lntercollegiatP!'
and
Midwc:-st
Reg10nals
However. injuries to allaroundf'rs Erickson and \'al
Painton hindered SIU's efforts

Strong hitting gives Salukis dortble-header tvirts
By M~trk Pablcb
Staff Writer

-~~:,_~
Staff photo by Jay Bryant

Harold Brown was the winning pitcbt'l' in the allowin« eipt bits and striking out thl'ft.
rii'St half of SIV·C"S doabl~beader sweep The Salakis improved to 18-8 record with theove-r St. Francis Monday at Abe Martin wins
F~ld. Brown defe-ated the Saints, 11-Z.

Trackmen split with Big Ten foes
By Rod Smitlll
Staff Writer

The expected. the unexpected
and a bit l'i revenge.

have contributed to the team's
slower tirm;s.
"We got into lncfiana after
dark and we didn't get a chance
to get on the track that night to
get loose," Hartzog said. "You
can get off the bus and get loose
if you're running the same day,
but if you go to sleep without a
warmup, you may be really stiff
the next day and it's hard to
move wen. J hope that's the
reason for it."
The stiffness may have
seeped into Lee. as he turned in
his slowest time of the year in
the intermediate hurdles. 51.91,
finishing second to Big Tt>n
champion Nate Lundy, •ho set
an Indiana and track record of

1'hat'r. one way to sum •Jp the
men's track team's fortunes
Saturday at a double-dual meet
with Big Ten schools Wisconsin
and Indiana at Bloomington,
Ind.
The expected was that Indiana, tht· Big Ten indoor
champion, dominated the meet
winning 14 events of 18 events iD
downing the Salukis, 112-38.
The unexpected was junior
standout David Lee suffering
his first def~at of the outdoor
season in the intermediate
hurdles, an event in which he
already has qualified for tiM> 50.36.
NCAA finals.
''David simply wasn't David.
The revenge was a victory He had a tailwind with him, but
over Wisconsin, as the Salukis he has run better times against
avenged a 113-43 loss to the the wind," H~ said. "I'm
Badgers during an indoor meet not so sure that losm~ is such a
at Madison in Februarv.
tragedy. Everybody ts going to
But the sweetDt'SS of 'revenge be oot to f.et him and he cer-\didn't take the bad taste out of tainly isn t invincible. What
Coach Lew Hartzog's mouth. counts is how he does in the big
"We didn't have a good track rei.Jiys and championships."
meet, but neither did WisconLee was the Salukis' only
sin," Ha~ said. "WE' were winner against Indiana, as he
sluggish end JUSt didn't run well captured the high hurdles in
at all. It wasn't a good day for a 14.25, edging Lundy by 0.04
lot of us."
seconds.
The veteran coach thought
Hartzog found satisfaction in
1M lack of a good warmup some individual performances.
session the previous night may
"Ken Perkins bad a good day,
Page 24. Daily Eayptiall, April 1. \980

considering he hadn't worked
out for a week because of shin
splints," Hartzog said. "He ran
extremely well. coming from
the sixth spot in the 1100 to take
second in 1:52.1.
"l.ance Peeler ran a pretty
good quarter to take third and

he ran a strong 48.1 in the relay.
so he's starting to come
around."
Hartzog
said.
·:Karsten Schulz is getting a
~~~~ stronger and shaking off
his tllness. The old adage of it
takes months to get in shape
and two days to get out of shape
applies to distance runners
especially."
Schulz finished second in the
1.500 meters. Other notable
pe_rfoJ'l!lances were Tom Ross,
third tn the steeplechase in
t: 14.1; Brett Rurmer throwing
the javelin 200-9 f"r ~d
place: l.'nd ManiD Hinton's
~d place in thE long jump
'With a leap of 24-1 1-2 despite
ankle injuries.
The tough meets will continue
ror Hartzog and the Salukis this
Saturday. when SIU will travel
to Champaign-Urbana to renew
its rivalry w!th Illinois. SIU
defeated the lllini last year. 10162. b!Jt finished behind them in
the Illinois IntercoUegiate indoor championships.

The Saluki baseball team won
both ends of a double--header
Monday against St. Francis
with some heavy hitting, fine
pitching. and a little help from
some evening shadows. SIU.
which improved to to-8, plays
Tuesday
at
Washington
University in St. Louis.
The second game, which SIU
won 7-5. was called because of
darkness after 6 1-Z innings. St.
Francis tied the game. 7-7. in its
half of the seventh inning, but
because it was too dark for the
Salukis to t>at. the score
reverted back to the last full
inning of play, the sixth. with
SIU leading 7-5.
9oth coacbes, Itchy Jones
from SIU and Gordon Gillespie
from St. Francis, agreed on the
way the decision to end the
game was reached.
"We're happy the umpires let
the game go on as long as they
did," Gillespie said. "The game
went six innings and even
though we didn't win, it was a
good, fair game. ·•
Jones jokingly complimented
Gillespie's team's ability to ·'hit
so well in the dark" at the end of
the game.
SIU starter Tom Caulfield
was relieved by Carterville
native Jerry Halstead in the
third inning after the Saints
scored four runs. Halst.. =>d

finished the game. pickmg ;:p
his first win of the st.ason in hts
first performance since :\larch
14.
The Salukis, down 5-2 in the
sixth. put on a four-hit. five-run
performance. Senior Bill Lyon~
began the inning with a walk.
fQllowed by four straight singles
by P.J. Schranz. Gary Kempton, Bob Doerrer and Hick
Fiala. Three walks and a passl'd
ball foliowed. giving the Saluk•~
Ute win.

In the first game. junior
Harold Brown went thl'
distar.ce. picking up his second
win, and the Salukis J>O''red in
11 runs on 11 hits. The jnain
bias! was an eight-run. sevenhit third inning.
Junior Jim Adduci. who went
4 for 5 f?r the day and is hitting
.442, began the inning with a
sharp single to right field.
Junior Gen'y Miller was then
hit by a pitch. Paul Ondo singled
to f'trSt on a bunt and freshman
Joe Richardson followed with a
two-run single.
The hits continued to roll off
the Salukis' bats, with singles
by Ken Klump, Schranz. Miller.
and a three-run double by Fiala
"We hit the ball extremeh'
well today." Jones said. "but
we've had hot bats lately_
"When we needed the hits put
together at one time. we did just
that." he said.

Salukis fail to produce
at gymnastics fittals
:~,~~~my
. ''Disappointed
but
not
discouraged." was gymnastics
C~ch Bill Meade's reaction to
hts gymnasts·
less-thanspectacular finish at (he NCAA
gymnastics championships last
weekend at Lincoln, Neb.
Salukis Brian Babcock
Ra'ldy Bettis and Dave Schieble
all failed to reach the finals in
tlteir respective events. Not one
of the gymnasts ended up with
the All-American status Meadt:
had hoped for.
Babcock. who injured his
ankle in the floor exercise
against Ohio State in February.
finished last among SIU'& three
entrants. He en<led his
sophomore season 37th on the
parallel bars. However. Meade
said Babcock did 'Nell enough
and is physically sound enough
to compete in the United States
Gymnastics Federation
Mideast Regional April 18-19.
Meade said his gymnasts did
wen. but the level of competition was outstanding.
Babcock scored a 9.05, which
WIH. way behirod the 9.55 that
was needed to ~lify for the
finals. Nebraska s Phil Caboy

"on the parallel bars cham
pionship with an averar.r of 9.8.
SIU's entry in the floor
exercise. Randy Bettis. rinishl'd
17th with an average score oi
9.35.
"Randy did the best set he·s
ever done." Ml'.ade said. "He
added a new trick and did it
very well. He really did super.··
A score of 9.45 was needed to
qualify roc the floor exercise
finals. Steve Elliot of Nebraska
was the winner with an average
of 9.8.

SIU's best hope for a national
champion, Dave Schieble.
finished a disappointing 13th on
the pommel horse. He scored an
average of 9.4. bitt was 0.15
points shy of qualifying for lhl'
finals. It was the first time in
four years that Schieble faileo
to qualify for the finals. Dave
Stoldt from Uinois won the event
with an average of 9.7.
"Dave had a break in form."
Meade said. "He would have
:;a~'f:~~ls. but he just got
Other national champs were
Cahoy _ on the hign bar.
averagmg a 9.8, Ron Galimore
ol Iowa State in vaultiJU'. 9.95.
and Jim Hartung of Nebraska
on the still rincs. 9.7.

